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ABSTRACT 
 

Ferromagnetic cobalt nanoparticles (CoNPs) are of interest due to their inherent 

dipolar properties which enable one-dimensional (1-D) nanoparticle self-assembly. As 

their magnetic properties change drastically with their size, the ability to selectively 

synthesize monodisperse metallic nanoparticles of varying diameters remains a crucial 

challenge. Although there have been extensive studies performed on various metallic 

nanoparticles yielding superparamagnetic materials (such as Fe3O4, Fe2O3, Co metals), 

research concerning the synthesis of ferromagnetic materials has only recently resurged 

within the last 20 years. 

In this work, methods for the synthesis of ferromagnetic cobalt nanoparticles on 

multi-gram scales were investigated. A one-pot synthetic method which produced up to 4 

grams of cobalt nanoparticles per reaction was developed, and it was also found that this 

reaction had a direct correlation with particle size and reaction temperature, allowing for 

the large-scale synthesis of polystyrene-coated cobalt nanoparticles of pre-selected 

diameters. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE SYNTHESIS AND MECHANISTIC STUDIES OF COBALT 
NANOPARTICLES (A REVIEW) 

 
 

The ability to synthesize and selectively produce size-specific cobalt 

nanoparticles has recently gained significant attention for emerging applications as 

sensors, imaging agents, storage media, and in diagnostic medicine.1-6 Ferromagnetic 

cobalt nanoparticles (CoNPs) are of interest due to their inherent dipolar properties which 

enable one-dimensional (1-D) nanoparticle self-assembly. These self-organizing 

nanoparticles therefore represent an important class of potential artificial nano-structured 

materials. As their magnetic properties change drastically with their size, the ability to 

selectively synthesize monodisperse metallic nanoparticles of varying diameters remains 

a crucial challenge. Although there have been extensive studies performed on various 

metallic nanoparticles yielding superparamagnetic materials (such as Fe3O4, Fe2O3, Co 

metals),7-9 research concerning the synthesis of ferromagnetic materials has only recently 

resurged within the last 20 years. 

The scope of this introductory chapter will summarize research efforts in cobalt 

nanoparticle synthesis with an emphasis on the synthesis of both superparamagnetic and 

ferromagnetic core-shell cobalt nanoparticles in situ. A review of the mechanistic nature 

of the formation of these magnetic nanoparticles will also be discussed. Methods to 

obtain magnetic nanocomposites in the solid state are described elsewhere.10-13 Methods 

to prepare and provide self-induced organization and functionality to cobalt nanoparticles 

using both synthetic polymers and small molecule surfactants are included. A broader 
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view of metallic magnetic nanoparticle formation studies may be found in several other 

comprehensive reviews.14-17  

 

1.1 PROPERTIES OF COBALT NANOPARTICLES 

Within the last 50 years, magnetic cobalt nanoparticles have been studied for their 

potential use as building blocks in the preparation of nanocomposite materials for 

applications in the areas of microelectronics, storage media, sensors, and imaging agents. 

This is due to their unique set of properties arising from a combination of both their 

inorganic and organic counterparts into a composite material on the nanoscale. This 

combination of materials on the nanoscale is often considered the smallest domain size 

possible while still retaining the useful properties observed in the bulk state.17 

Using various methods, dipolar cobalt nanoparticles may be obtained and used as 

building blocks for novel self-assembling materials. This offers an inimitable tool to 

produce highly ordered nanostructures from a simple, bottom-up synthetic approach. The 

study of synthetic methods to control nanoparticle size (and therefore nanoscale magnetic 

domains) is of both fundamental and critical technical interest.  

Functionalization and steric passivation of cobalt nanoparticles has been achieved 

using both small molecules and polymeric surfactants. The development of versatile 

methods for the functionalization of ferromagnetic cobalt nanoparticles remains an 

important challenge to enable application of these materials. There are several routes 

available to achieve functionalization of core-shell nanoparticles, the most common route 

being through the in situ formation of nanoparticles using functionalized organic 
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precursors (using either small molecule or macromolecular materials). Alternatively, 

there are also post-particle synthesis methods for functionalization, namely polymer 

ligand exchange,18 and through surface-initiated polymerizations (discussed briefly 

below).  

 

1.1.1 Magnetic Properties  

Finite Size Effects.  Cobalt metal-based and metal oxide materials, as well as 

those of nickel and iron, are in a special category of materials which are responsive to 

external fields and retain permanent spin dipoles. In the case of cobalt nanoparticles, 

these are permanent dipoles. This property arises from the cooperative interactions of 

aligned unpaired electronic spins of the atoms when in a crystalline lattice, commonly 

described as magnetic-crystalline anisotropy.16 When on the nanoscale, these materials 

experience finite size effects. That is, depending on their size regime, they will behave 

differently in an applied magnetic field. The two most studied finite-size effects which 

occur in nanoparticle behavior are the single domain limit, and the superparamagnetic 

limit.14  

In the case of cobalt, nanoparticles with sizes greater than 10 nm and less than 60 

nm (these values can vary with shape) are known as ferromagnetic. That is, they are 

single-domain in character and possess a net magnetic moment. With sizes greater than 

~10 nm, this moment becomes greater than thermal energy levels (or kT), and the 

particles, through ferromagnetic dipole-dipole interaction, tend to form linear chains. 

This 1-D assembly is a phenomenological signature of ferromagnetism as nanoparticles 
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overcome the superparamagnetic limit. Below this limit, superparamagnetic materials are 

subject to thermal fluctuations of aligned spins and no longer retain a net dipole moment. 

Although these materials do respond to a magnetic field, a complete and rapid loss of 

magnetization is observed when the field is removed.  

When cobalt nanoparticles become larger than ~60 nm in diameter (the critical 

diameter), this is considered overcoming the single domain limit, the single domain struc-  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Finite size effects on magnetic behavior of cobalt nanoparticles. Depending 
on their size, nanoparticles are either superparamagnetic (A) and (B), ferromagnetic (B) 
and (C), or multidomain (D). 
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tures form regions of uniform magnetization separated by domain walls. See the 

Transmission Electron Micrographs (TEM) as shown in Figure 1.1 for examples of 

superparamagnetic, ferromagnetic, and multi-domain cobalt nanoparticles.18  

Magnetic Properties.  Magnetic properties used to describe single-domain cobalt 

nanoparticles are typically measured using magnetometric methods, such as VSM or 

SQUID techniques (shown in Figure 1.2). Initially, a ferromagnetic sample (previously 

unmagnetized) is placed in a field of increasing magnetizing force H.  As H increases, the 

magnetic induction B of the sample is measured to an induction value Bm. The applied 

field is then lessened toward zero, but here, the reversed curve does not retrace the 

original curve; instead it retains some of the induced magnetization and lags behind. 

When the applied field reaches zero, the sample still retains a residual remanence, Br,   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1.2: Hysteresis loop of a ferromagnetic material. 
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proportional to the amount of permanent magnetization induced in the sample by the 

applied field. As the applied field is increased in the reversed direction, the induction of 

the sample continues to decrease. The reversed magnetizing force required to reduce the 

sample induction to zero is called the intrinsic coercive force Htc. The intensity of this 

force is a measure of the magnetic permanence or the resistance to demagnetization of the 

sample. High remanence ratio (also known as the saturation magnetization, Ms) and 

coercivity values (Hc) are desired for most magnetic applications.18  

 
 
1.1.2 Functionalization via Organic Surfactants   
 

Further functionalization of pre-formed magnetic nanoparticles using small 

molecule, or polymeric surfactants has been achieved using either ligand exchange19 with 

functional polymers, or surface-initiated polymerization20 from functional colloidal 

initiators using living, or controlled polymerization techniques.21 

Functionalization Using an Organic Precursor. The majority of the work to 

follow entails how nanoparticles are functionalized during initial particle formation upon 

synthesis. These initial coatings are vital for the prevention of nanoparticle agglomeration 

in solution, as well as oxidation.  

Ligand Exchange Methods and Surface-initiated Polymerization Methods. By 

replacing the ligands used in the initial nanoparticle synthesis with surfactants embedded 

with initiating moieties, this technique enables versatile surface modification of pre-

synthesized magnetic nanoparticles.22 New functional polymers that contain the desired 

chemical functionality may be applied in this fashion. A number of small molecule 
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surfactants and functional polymers have been utilized to form organic shells around 

magnetic colloidal cores, allowing for tunable composition and properties. The 

application of ligand exchange to magnetic colloids, particularly, ferromagnetic materials, 

is an area of research which remains largely unexplored. 

Surface-initiated polymerization entails growing a polymer onto the surface of the 

nanoparticle in order to obtain a new functionality. Most methods often require 

functionalizing magnetic colloids with initiating moieties, either during synthesis or via 

ligand exchange. Various types of controlled, or living polymerizations have been 

employed to grow well-defined functional polymers from nanoparticle surfaces, such as 

ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP)23 and controlled radical processes 

namely, atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP)24 nitroxide mediated 

polymerization (NMP)25 and reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer 

polymerization (RAFT).26  

 

1.2 MECHANISTIC STUDIES OF METAL NANOPARTICLE FORMATION IN 
SITU 

 
 Many versatile strategies and methods have been outlined to synthesize cobalt 

nanoparticles, but in order to recognize why specific reagents or conditions are chosen it 

is first necessary to appreciate how they are formed in solution. Only with a deeper 

understanding of how nanoparticles are formed during synthesis is a further realization of 

how to control the properties of the final product (particularly their shape and size) 

possible. Although the synthesis of metallic nanoparticles has been an abundant research 

topic in the last few decades, there have not been similarly extensive studies on the 
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mechanistic behavior behind in situ metallic nanoparticle formation. This can mainly be 

attributed to a lack of means to acquire quantitative experimental data during nucleation 

and growth steps. Within the past 10 years, however, there has been a surge of work in 

the nucleation theory field, with the first review on this subject being published in 2008 

by Richard Finke.27  

 There are two main mechanistic steps in nanoparticle synthesis, namely 

nucleation and growth. Focus of this review therefore lies in these two areas. 

 

1.2.1 Classical Nucleation and the Critical Nucleus 
 
Nucleation is defined as the appearance of a new phase out of an old phase, such 

as the formation of clouds in the sky, a liquid droplet forming from a vapor, the eruption 

of a volcano, or the formation of metallic nanoparticles out of a precursor metal salt 

solution.27 Classical nucleation theory (CNT), which describes the free energy of nucleus 

formation, was pioneered by Volmer28 in as early as 1926, and then later by Becker and 

Doring29 in 1935. The free energy of nucleus formation can be described in several ways, 

but generally always including two competing terms. There is a negative term, which 

accounts for favorable formation of bonds in the nucleus, and a positive term, which 

accounts for the unfavorable creation of an interface between the nucleus in its new phase 

and the medium of the old phase. In its simplest form, in terms of cluster radius, the 

expression for the cluster free energy is: 

γππ 23 4
3

4
rGrG v +∆−=∆  
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where r is the radius of the nucleus, ∆Gv is the difference in bulk free energy per volume 

between the old and new phases, and γ is the surface free energy per unit area. The 

dependence of the free energy of a nanoparticle nucleus as a function of the radius of the 

nucleus, is shown in Figure 1.3 below.  

Since there are both positive and negative terms in the CNT expression, there is a 

maximum radius, r*, known as the critical radius, as well as its corresponding ∆G*, the 

critical free energy. Therefore, after initial nucleation, if particles are smaller than r*, 

they are not thermodynamically favored and dissolve back into the precursor solution. 

But if the particle size meets or surpasses this critical radius upon nucleation, it is then 

energetically favored to remain in a new phase and allow for growth of this new phase. 

The critical nucleus is therefore “the activated complex along the reaction coordinate of 

nucleation.”30 

 

 
Figure 1.3: The classical nucleation theory model for the dependence of the free energy, 
∆G, of a metallic cluster on the radius of the cluster, r. The curve has a maximum free 
energy ∆G* at the critical nucleus with a radius r*.  
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 The main flaw of this theory is that, in order for it to hold, it must be assumed that 

the newly formed nanoparticle nucleus or cluster is now in the bulk state, and that the 

surface free energy of the cluster is equal to an infinite planar surface.31,32 Since these 

clusters, once initially formed, can be only several metal atoms total, this is quite an ideal 

assumption in both cases. This theory therefore has little predictive power for the 

outcome of nanoparticle synthesis, but models based off CNT are still commonly 

compared to and then further adjusted to fit experimental data in many studies. 

 

1.2.2 LaMer Model of Nucleation and Growth 
 

In 1950, LaMer “reinvestigated” what was then a commonly used procedure to 

prepare colloidal dispersions via condensation of salt precursors. In conjunction with the 

classical nucleation theory (CNT), LaMer developed a new theory which would account 

for the production of monodisperse colloids.33 Particularly, he used the CNT to describe 

formation of sulfur sols from the slow decomposition of dilute sodium thiosulfate in 

dilute hydrochloric acid. Concentrations were measured both visually via titration and by 

turbidimetric analysis. This work has been widely cited (over 380 times according to a 

Web of Science search) and is the first application and explanation of the nucleation and 

growth mechanism which has been generally applied to metallic nanoparticle formation.  

Below, in Figure 1.4, is the well-known graph of time vs. precursor concentration 

that LaMer posed to explain the mechanism of sulfur sol formation.  
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Figure 1.4: The LaMer mechanism explaining the nucleation and growth phases during 
sulfur sol formation.  
 

There are three stages assigned during the formation of sulfur particles. In the first 

stage, the concentration of elemental sulfur builds up slowly until some critical 

concentration is reached, more specifically a critical supersaturation level of the sulfur 

precursor dissolved in solution. On reaching this condition, the system becomes 

heterogeneous during the second stage, during what LaMer termed a process of “self-

nucleation” yielding droplets of sulfur. By examining the timing and the concentration of 

sulfur at which the system becomes heterogeneous, the rate of nucleation was said to be 

so exceedingly sensitive to an increase in the concentration of dissolved sulfur that it was 

“effectively infinite.” This is the origin of the idea of “burst” nucleation. This therefore 

immediately lowers the overall concentration of sulfur in solution, in effect lowering the 
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level of supersaturation. Finally, the third stage is when “growth” occurs by diffusion of 

sulfur atoms through the solution.  

 Based on LaMer’s concepts of burst nucleation and diffusion growth, stages II 

(nucleation) and III (growth) must occur separately during the reaction. During the 

assumed “burst” nucleation, all nucleation sites are initiated at once, causing a rapid loss 

of precursor concentration, thereby eliminating the possibility for more nucleation. The 

diffusional growth of all nuclei then initiates simultaneously as well, yielding uniform 

and monodisperse colloids. Following this logic, if there is slow (non-simultaneous) 

nucleation, stages II and III would combine during the reaction, and both nucleation and 

growth would occur at once. This would cause a wide range of sizes to form; while some 

previously nucleated particles have longer times to grow, some would just begin to 

nucleate. 

Several works in metallic nanoparticle synthesis, particularly cobalt nanoparticle 

synthesis, have applied this model to control colloidal monodispersity. Although this 

mechanism proves to be a viable one for sulfur sols, it has not necessarily been 

demonstrated that transition metal clusters nucleate and grow in the same way. Despite 

this, the concepts in LaMer’s model, particularly to achieve burst nucleation to separate 

nucleation from growth phases, have been highly influential in the development of 

several novel synthetic strategies, such as the hot injection method described by 

Alivisatos et al. It should also be noted that this was the only accepted mechanistic model 

for particle nucleation and growth for almost 50 years, explaining its broad application.  
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After the LaMer model, several other authors contributed similar works 

relating to particle nucleation and growth formation.34-36 One such study was 

done in 1951 by Turkevich et al. on what they termed to be the “organizer model” 

for nucleation.37 This study involved the reduction of chloroauric acid in the presence of 

a stabilizer or “organizer” (the citrate anion, C6H5O7
-3) at various temperatures and Au 

and citrate concentrations. Using TEM to monitor the kinetics of nucleation, they found 

that particle formation consisted of an induction period (formation of the critical Au 

nuclei), followed by a fast and linear increase in the number of particles, and ending with 

a rapid decrease in formation. This theory hypothesizes that the citrate ion, which is 

oxidized to acetonedicarboxylic acid upon reduction of the gold ions, binds to the gold 

ions to form “copolymers” with the gold ion and organize the particle formation.  

 

1.2.3 The Finke-Watzky Model 

While both the LaMer and the organizer model are experimentally well-supported, 

they both lack a mathematical explanation of their findings with respect to nucleation and 

growth. Particularly, they both lack calculations of nucleation and growth rate constants, 

a requisite for in-depth understanding of particle formation.  

A significant contribution in this area did not come until 1997, when Finke 

and Watzky38 described a mechanism for the reduction of transition-metal salts 

under H2 atmosphere. They describe an indirect method to monitor the formation 

of P2W15Nb3O62
9-  
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polyoxoanion- and Bu4N
+-stabilized Ir(0) nanoclusters by taking advantage of its 

catalytic hydrogenation activity. Using a “reporter reaction” of cyclohexene 

hydrogenation they indirectly measured the loss of hydrogen, and then further deduced 

the kinetic consumption of precursor into Ir(0). From this, kinetic measurement of the 

nanocluster nucleation and growth was achieved, yielding well-defined rate constants for 

nucleation (k1) and growth (k2), respectively (see Figure 1.5). Here, A represents the 

nanocluster precursor complex and B represents the growing surface of the Ir0 

nanocluster. 

From this data, they put forth a 2-step mechanism which describes slow, 

continuous (not burst) nucleation followed by fast, autocatalytic (not diffusion-

controlled) surface growth. Although this mechanism for formation is decidedly 

very different from previously reported models, they also (unlike previous studies) 

provide rate constants of nucleation and growth steps derived from their kinetic 

data in support of the proposed hypotheses. They further argue that nanoparticle 

formation may be controlled by determining the ratio of growth and nucleation rates, R: 

Figure 1.5: The Finke-Watzky 2-step mechanism of slow, continuous nucleation followed 
by fast, autocatalytic surface growth.  
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They argue that high values of R are desired, or faster growth compared to nucleation, so 

that growth of the existing nuclei will dominate over the formation of new nuclei in order 

to achieve monodisperse size distributions (in agreement with LaMer’s model argument 

for separate nucleation and growth stages).  

Since the initial reports of the 2-step, autocatalytic mechanism for nanocluster 

formation using Pt, a more general 4-step mechanism39 for transition-metal nanocluster 

formation has been described which includes nanocluster agglomeration, adding a third, 

B+B→C bimolecular agglomeration step and then, adding a fourth, “autocatalytic 

agglomeration” step, B + C → 1.5C. In these new steps, C represents larger, approaching 

metal particles (see Figure 1.6). While each of these modifications adds growth and 

agglomeration steps to the overall mechanism, the nucleation step A→B remains the 

same.  

 Although the Finke-Watzky mechanism has shown much promise as an 

experimentally proven mechanism, the majority of the work in cobalt nanoparticle 

synthesis so far has applied LaMer principles when attempting to control nucleation and 

growth. Future developments in the Finke-Watzky model for nanoparticle nucleation and 

growth will likely continue to be of interest to colloidal scientists, and perhaps even 

become a new paradigm for designed synthesis of nanoparticles with pre-chosen sizes 

and shapes.38  
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1.3 THE SYNTHESIS OF MAGNETIC COBALT NANOPARTICLES 
 
 Cobalt nanoparticles can be synthesized by various methods, primarily involving 

either the reduction of a metal salt precursor or via the thermolysis of metal carbonyl 

complexes. Some type of organic precursor is required to provide organic functionality 

(and therefore added protection and stability to colloidal dispersions of nanoparticles), as 

well as influence nanoparticle formation. 

When selecting an organic surfactant to use in the synthesis of cobalt 

nanoparticles, several requirements should be considered. Particularly, the surfactant 

(whether a small molecule or large macromolecular surfactant) must contain some type of 

coordinating, covalently bound, and/or chemi-adsorbed functional groups to anchor to the 

Figure 1.5: 4-step mechanism for Pt nanocluster nucleation, growth, and bimolecular and 
autocatalytic agglomeration.  
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nanoparticle surface. Common examples include amines, carboxylic acids, phosphonic 

acids, carbonyl containing groups or basic groups (such as pyrrolidinone and pyridine). 

Small molecules usually involve the use of one or a combination of these functionalities, 

and various types of polymeric materials have been developed where these ligating 

moieties are located along the polymer backbone, and/or as end-groups. These moieties 

are required to ensure passivation onto the particle surface. 

Polymeric surfactants offer distinctive advantages over small molecule surfactants 

as composition, molar mass, and architecture may be easily tuned via copolymerization. 

The inherent nanoscale dimensions of macromolecular surfactants are also amenable to 

steric stabilization of magnetic colloids that are strongly associative and readily 

agglomerate with small molecule surfactants.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.6: TEM image of ferromagnetic nanoparticles prepared by the thermolysis of 
Co2(CO)8 in the presence of p(MMA-r-nBA-r-VP) terpolymer stabilizers.  
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1.3.1 Seminal Work in Metallic Nanoparticle Synthesis 
 

One of the earliest works in metallic nanoparticle synthesis was conducted by J. R. 

Thomas with the Chevron group in 1966. These studies, which were first published as a 

series of patents40-42 and later as a more generalized procedure43 which described the 

large-scale synthesis (from 25-100 gram yields) of ferromagnetic cobalt nanoparticles 

using the terpolymer surfactant poly(methyl methacrylate-random-ethyl acrylate-random-

N-vinyl-pyrrolidone) (p(MMA-r-EA-r-VPy) as a stabilizer in the preparation of 

ferromagnetic cobalt colloids by the thermolysis of Co2(CO)8 in refluxing toluene. These 

reactions were performed using a “one-pot” heating method (also referred to as the 

“heating-up” method) which involves heating all precursors to a specified temperature 

uniformly. Nanoparticles with a cobalt core and polymeric shell (thus termed core-shell 

nanoparticles) were prepared with controllable particle size (2–30 nm) by varying metal 

precursor to surfactant feed ratios. This was the first work to report the ability of 

ferromagnetic Co nanoparticles to self-organize into one-dimensional nanoparticle chains 

when cast from solution onto TEM grids (as shown in Figure 1.7).  

 Also in 1966, Hess and Parker from Chevron Research Company investigated the 

use of a wide range of polymeric surfactants in the synthesis and stabilization of cobalt 

nanoparticles.18 Thermolysis reactions with Co2(CO)8 were performed under various 

polymers and solvents, and a library of these results was formulated. Polymers used 

included polystyrenes, polymethacrylates, polyurethanes, polyesters, polycarbonates, and 

polydienes, and solvents used were toluene, chlorobenzene, DMF, and MIBK. From 

these libraries it was concluded qualitatively that ideally, surfactants should possess a 
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dilute spacing of polar ligating groups along a non-polar backbone, and the solvent 

ideally should be less polar than the most polar group in the polymer backbone (so as not 

to compete with the polymer in associating with the metal particle). 

Berger and Manuel, also in 1966, similarly demonstrated that thermolysis of 

Fe(CO)5 in polybutadiene films yielded ferromagnetic materials.44 They went on to argue 

that the iron carbonyl groups coordinated to the double bonds on the butadiene backbone 

through IR characterization, and found that the reaction was favored under use of basic 

solvents and high temperatures. In 1979, Smith et al. at Xerox developed a more elegant 

system to prepare metallic ferromagnetic Fe colloids using polydienes and polystyrene-

random-poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PS-r-PVP) copolymers as surfactants in the thermolysis of 

Fe(CO)5 at high temperatures.45 Monodisperse iron nanoparticles in the tunable range of 

10–20 nm were reported, and the formation of 1-D nanoparticle assemblies was 

confirmed using TEM.  

Although these studies offered intriguing results, few advances were made in this 

area for almost 30 years. Indeed, only within the past 15 years has there been a 

resurgence in cobalt nanoparticle synthesis, recommencing with the use of small 

molecule surfactants in place of the previous “stabilizer” polymers surfactants.46-48  

 

1.3.2 Synthesis with Small Molecule Surfactants 
 

The use of small molecule surfactant mixtures such as oleic acid, aliphatic amines, 

and trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) was a significant breakthrough in the preparation of 

cobalt nanoparticles.17 These methods followed developments in the preparation of 
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semiconductor nanoparticles (such as CdSe and CdS quantum dots). Although there were 

initially significant breakthroughs in the use of these small molecule surfactants with 

other metallic presursors,46-48 the following is a focus on synthesis of cobalt nanoparticles.  

In 1999, a method consisting of the high temperature, solution phase reduction of 

cobalt chloride in the presence of small molecule surfactant oleic acid to form 

superparamagnetic cobalt nanoparticles in sizes ranging from 2-11 nm was demonstrated 

by Sun and Murray.49 By using XRD, a key finding in this result was that each 

nanoparticle is a single crystal with a complex cubic structure related to the beta phase of 

elemental manganese (also referred to as ε-Co). Upon annealing at 300 °C the 

“nanocrystals” are converted to the more common hexagonal-close-packed crystal form.  

Bawendi et al. also reported a “hot injection” method50 to obtain ε-Co with 

thermal decomposition of Co2(CO)8 in solution in the presence of trioctylphosphine oxide 

(TOPO) as a coordinating ligand. Bawendi and coworkers postulated that ε-Co may only 

be accessible by solution-phase approaches as it is a relatively metastable condition in 

comparison to the normal f.c.c. phase.  

In 2001 and 2002, a more sophisticated study of cobalt colloid formation from 

small molecule surfactant precursors was further demonstrated by Alivisatos and 

coworkers. In these works, they developed methods to selectively control the size and 

shape of cobalt nanoparticles by varying ratios of small molecule surfactant precursors to 

Co2(CO)8 precursors during a novel “hot injection method.” Following the LaMer 

mechanism which states that nucleation and growth steps must be separated to obtain 

uniform and monodisperse nanoparticles, Alivisatos et al. developed the hot injection 
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method which involves the injection of an organometallic precursor (such as cobalt 

carbonyl) into a hot surfactant mixture under inert atmosphere, thereby inducing 

synchronized nucleation of all nanoclusters, which then allows for uniform growth (what 

they term temporally discrete homogeneous nucleation).   

Alivisatos et al. demonstrated the synthesis of ε-cobalt nanoparticles in sizes 

ranging from 3-17 nm, and argued that size and shape of the particles may be controlled 

by varying surfactants, surfactant concentration, and reaction temperature.51 In particular, 

surfactants such as oleic acid, lauric acid, trioctylphosphine acid and oxides, and pyridine 

in refluxing o-dichlorobenzene at 181 °C to produce extremely narrow size distributions. 

They further argued that this new technique avoids costly size selective procedures 

compared to previous techniques required to achieve narrow size distributions, and that 

this system was described to produce nanoparticles with crystal phases of greater purity 

Figure 1.7: TEM pictures of cobalt nanocrystals. (A) monolayer and (B) bilayer of 10 nm 
ε-Co nanoparticles. (C) and (D) 12 nm ε-Co nanoparticles. (E) and (F) 16 nm ε-Co
nanoparticles.  
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than the previous reduction techniques, which may leave impurities in the crystal 

structure from the reducing agent precursor. 

Later that year, Alivisatos et al. applied a previous study on CdSe synthesis and 

applied the approach to cobalt nanoparticle synthesis.52 In this work a minimum feature 

set of general conditions is described to separately control sizes and shapes (ribbons, 

nanorods, and nanoparticles) of nanocrystals. Figure 1.8 shows cobalt nanoparticles 

synthesized at different size regimes by altering the surfactant, ratios and reaction time.  

This was considered the first method that could be applied to more than one 

chemically distinct type of metallic species. Three general strategies are described which 

can be translated from one nanocrystal system to another.  

First, only one surfactant (typically with an amine functionality) should be used to 

produce a spherical shape, as it is said to minimize surface area under thermodynamic 

conditions. In order to produce anisotropic nanoparticles, or nanorods, different 

surfactant mixtures are used to selectively control growth rates of the different faces on 

the particle. Finally, they state that it is important to separate nucleation from growth 

through the rapid injection of the metal carbonyl precursor. A “size distribution focusing” 

mechanism was also discussed (described in more detail in later sections) which 

describes how precursor monomers may exchange between different size particles until 
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Figure 1.8: TEM pictures of cobalt nanoparticles. synthesized (a) after refluxing for 5 
minutes in the presence of oleic acid, (b) in the presence of both oleic acid and TOPO at 
10 s, and (c) in the presence of both oleic acid and TOPO at 5 min. Bars are 100 nm.  
 
they equilibrate to the same size. This re-focusing mechanism is dependant again on the 

type of organic precursor used.  

Alivisatos et al. went on to describe the synthesis of hcp nanodisks in the 

presence of linear amines.53 Other surfactants, such as oleic acid and phosphine oxides 

were added to improve size distribution, shape control, and overall nanocrystal stability. 

By altering the type of surfactant present and reaction time (see Figure 1.9) the size and 

shape could be altered and in this way controlled. 

As Alivisatos et al. developed this method, Chaudret et al. simultaneously 

outlined a synthetic route to produce monodisperse cobalt nanorods and nanowires by the 

decomposition of non-carbonyl organometallic precursors in the presence of long-chain 

amines and oleic acid.54 Chaudret et al. went on to investigate the exact role of this ligand 

system to produce monodisperse nanorods that were able to self-assemble, and reported 

the formation of 2-D and 3-D superlattices via decomposition in the presence of a 

mixture of hexadecylamine (HAD) and stearic acid.55  
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 Small molecule surfactants have the ability to not only affect size and shape of 

cobalt nanoparticles during formation, but also to affect the overall superstructure of their 

self-assembled form. Wei et al. performed several studies which focused on cobalt 

nanoparticle behavior after synthesis via small molecule surfactants; namely their ability 

to self-assemble into small rings or “bracelets.”56 These particles were prepared by 

thermolysis of Co2(CO)8 in hot toluene solutions containing resorcinarene 

tetraphosphonite, which then required several cycles of size selective precipitation to 

obtain a more uniform size distribution (24 ± 4 nm). Wei et al. found that these self-

assembling bracelet structures were kinetically stabilized by the amount of C-

undecylcalix[4]resorcinarene surfactant, as the ring formation was found to be most 

favored at intermediate surfactant concentrations relative to the nanoparticle 

concentration during the deposition procedure. Bracelet formation was directed by the 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.9: Formation of bracelets of cobalt nanoparticles after dilute solutions were 
drop-cast and evaporated onto TEM grids. 
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competition between dipole-dipole interactions of the particles with the non-directional 

van der Waals forces from the surfactant (Figure 10).  

Wei et al. went on to further study the flux closure in self-assembled cobalt 

nanoparticle rings.57, 58 Remanent magnetic flux closure states in individual nanoparticle 

rings were recorded at room temperature under zero-field conditions by electron 

holography. In 2008, Wei et al. further investigated the reversal of flux closure states in 

cobalt nanoparticle rings with coaxial magnetic pulses. 

 

1.3.3 Synthesis using Polymeric Surfactants 

The use of polymeric surfactants offers distinct advantages over small molecule 

surfactants due to the tunable composition of polymers via copolymerization, or post-

functionalization strategies.17 The inherent nanoscale dimensions of macromolecular 

surfactants are also well-suited to stabilize magnetic colloidal dispersions that are 

strongly associative and readily agglomerate with small molecule surfactants. Various 

types of polymer materials have been developed where these ligating moieties are located 

along the polymer backbone, and/or as end-groups. 

Synthesis with Block-Copolymer Surfactants.  The first work incorporating 

polymer surfactants back into cobalt nanoparticle synthesis was done by Antonietti et al. 

in 1997, in which cobalt nanoparticles (CoNPs) were prepared using the copolymer 

poly(styrene-r-vinyl pyridine) or PS-r-PVP59 as previously described by Smith et al., via 

thermolysis of Co2(CO)8 in refluxing toluene. During this procedure, micelles were 

formed with an outer corona of PS and a PVP core, which then acts as a template during  
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Figure 1.10: Synthesis of cobalt nanoparticles formed using PS-b-PVP copolymers 
synthesized by ATRP methods.  
 
 
the growth of the cobalt nanoparticles. The authors observed a bimodal distribution of 

both smaller superparamagnetic and larger ferromagnetic nanoparticles, which was 

attributed to the nucleation and the growth of particles both in and outside of PS-b-PVP 

micelles at very high loading ratios of the metal carbonyl precursor to the copolymer 

surfactant.  

The use of well-defined PS-b-PVP block copolymers based on poly(2-

vinylpyridine) was later revisited by Kramer et al. using similar particle forming 

conditions.60 As synthesized nanoparticles were ferromagnetic f.c.c. cobalt nanoparticles 

that possessed a distribution of particle sizes, but were capable of assembling into dipolar 

nanoparticle chains (Figure 1.11). The rapid annealing of PS-b-PVP coated f.c.c. cobalt 

colloids was conducted to yield the higher moment h.c.p. Co phase. Block copolymer 

surfactants of polystyrene-block-poly(acrylic acid) synthesized by ATRP were also 

shown to be effective in the preparation of superparamagnetic cobalt nanoparticles.  
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Scheme 1.1: Preparation of a cobalt nanoparticle dispersion in toluene.  
 

Riffle et al. performed a series of studies on cobalt nanoparticle formation via 

thermolysis of Co2(CO)8 with nanophase separated polysiloxane triblock copolymers. 

One such study involved the preparation of poly[dimethylsiloxane-b-(3-

cyanopropyl)methylsiloxane-b-dimethylsiloxane] (PDMS-PCPMS-PDMS) via anionic 

polymerization methods.61-64 The authors suggested these copolymers formed micelles in 

toluene and served as ‘nanoreactors’ for thermal decomposition of the metal precursor, in 

effect controlling the size of the particles. They also provided effective steric dispersion 

properties for enhanced colloidal stability. The authors also attempted the preparation of 

the copolymer-coated nanoparticles to maintain colloidal dispersions in 

poly(dimethylsiloxane) fluids (Scheme 1.1), with potential applications as magnetic, 

nontoxic biomedical materials (particularly for treating retinal detachments). It was found 

that the central nitrile-functional blocks coordinate with the cobalt surface as an ‘anchor’ 
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block which coordinates with the particle surface, and the poly(dimethylsiloxane) ‘tail’ 

blocks extend into the toluene to maintain the dispersion.  

Riffle et al. also described the relationships between the block lengths in the 

copolymer stabilizers and the resultant cobalt nanoparticle sizes.61 A series of the 

polysiloxane triblock copolymers with systematically varied molecular weights were 

prepared via anionic polymerization using LiOH as an initiator. They found that some 

control over the metal nanoparticle size is possible by adjusting the ratio of the dicobalt 

octacarbonyl precursor to the copolymer.  

Riffle et al. also synthesized poly(dimethylsiloxane-b-methylvinylsiloxane) 

(PDMS-b-PMVS) diblock copolymers via anionic living polymerization with controlled 

molecular weights and narrow size distributions. The PMVS blocks were functionalized 

with trimethoxysilyl or triethoxysilyl pendant groups. The motivation behind the design 

of this polymer was to provide enhanced protection against oxidation on the cobalt 

nanoparticle surface by hydrolyzing and condensing trialkoxysilyl pendant groups to 

form a silica-like outer shell. It was also found that the trialkoxysilyl-functional blocks 

served as the ‘anchor’ segments to the nanoparticle surface.  

There have also been works which have incorporated both block copolymers and 

small molecule surfactants. One study done in 2006 by Huang et al., studied the effects of 

surfactants on the size and shape of cobalt nanoparticles synthesized by thermal 

decomposition of dicobalt octacarbonyl.65 A combination of surfactants including oleic 

acid, polyvinylpyrrolidinone and oleylamine resulted in well-dispersed cubic cobalt 

nanoparticles roughly 25nm in size. They also noted that with the addition of the 
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surfactant trioctylphosphine (TOPO) the particle size decreased to 10nm. A similar study 

by Ningthoujam and coworkers66 produced f.c.c. cobalt nanoparticles with sizes varying 

from 6-24nm by reductive thermal decomposition of a cobalt-oleyl amine complex in the 

presence of similar surfactants (PVP, oleic acid, and TOPO).  

Synthesis with End-Group Functionalized Polymer Surfactants.   Pyun et al. 

expanded upon the concept of functionalized end groups in small molecules,67 but 

included the previously demonstrated ability for polymers to enhance colloidal stability 

in the preparation of end-functional polymeric surfactants bearing either amine, or 

phosphine oxide ligands in ferromagnetic cobalt nanoparticle synthesis (Scheme 1.2). 

The use of end-functional polymers combined the advantageous characteristics of 

polymeric and small molecule surfactant systems, enabling the synthesis of highly 

uniform ferromagnetic colloids possessing a hairy corona of stabilizing polymer chains.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scheme 1.2: Synthetic method to produce end-functionalized polystyrene coated 
nanoparticles via nitroxide mediated polymerization.  
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End-functional polystyrenes were synthesized using functional alkoxyamine 

initiators for nitroxide mediated polymerization, yielding well-defined polystyrenes of 

precise molar mass and composition. F.c.c. ferromagnetic cobalt nanoparticles of uniform  

diameter were prepared using this system. TEM confirmed the preparation of 

ferromagnetic colloids as evidenced by the formation of one-dimensional assemblies 

spanning microns in length.  

Pyun et al. further simplified this system with the strategy to prepare 

ferromagnetic polystyrene cobalt nanoparticles (PS-CoNPs) with simple combinations of 

polymeric surfactants PS-NH2 and PS-COOH.68 They integrated both the adhesion 

properties of small molecules (such as amines or oleic acid as inspired by Alivisatos et 

al.) with the robust and tunable properties of polymeric surfactants. Control experiments 

were performed using a single surfactant, either PS-NH2 or PS-COOH using dual-stage 

temperature controlled thermolysis of Co2(CO)8. When identical reactions were 

conducted using either a single surfactant system, or surfactant combinations, similar 

particle sizes and morphologies were produced. The synthetic scheme to produce these 

particles by simply using a PS-NH2 surfactant is shown in Scheme 1.3. However, 

additional control experiments using only PS-COOH under the same conditions resulted 

in large scale agglomeration and poorly defined cobalt nanoparticles of varying sizes and 

morphologies. 
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Scheme 1.3: Synthetic route to produce PS-NH2-g-CoNPs.  

Figure 1.12: “Zippering” or lamellae-like morphologies of self-assembling PS-NH2-g-
CoNP ferromagnetic chains.  
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Depending on conditions of the synthesis, various morphologies were also 

observed, including the formation of a nematic-like ordering of ferromagnetic chains. 

This was observed only when colloids were prepared using lower molecular weight PS 

surfactant (Mn ~ 4800) and then cast from a dilute dispersion in chlorobenzene (Figure 

1.12).  

 
 
1.3.4 Sonochemical Methods for Cobalt Nanoparticle Synthesis 

Aside from the various chemical methods described above (particularly 

thermolysis of a metallic carbonyl precursor or the reduction of metal salts) there are a 

few other unique methods to produce cobalt nanoparticles in situ, particularly 

sonochemical synthesis using ultrasound radiation. Sonochemistry as described by 

Suslick et al. involves the formation, growth, and implosive collapse of bubbles in a 

liquid using high intensity ultrasound radiation, and decomposing certain organometallic 

compounds to their individual metal atom species, which then further agglomerate inside 

these cavities to produce highly porous particles.69 Wizel et al. produced several works in 

this area,70-72 which involved the synthesis of metal-polymer composite materials by 

combining sonochemical polymerization of methylacrylate with the simultaneous 

creation of metallic Fe nanoparticles under similar sonochemical conditions. A 

comparison of physical properties of cobalt-polymer to iron-polymer composites formed 

via this method in methacrylate was also reviewed; a significant difference of the 

composite solubilities in various solvents was observed and attributed to the stronger 

interaction existing between the cobalt and its surrounding polymer. As recently as 2008 
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Gedanken and coworkers reported the varying stability of nickel colloids compared to 

cobalt colloids synthesized using sonochemical methods in polyethylene glycol.73 

 

1.3.5 Nucleation and Growth Studies with Metallic Nanoparticles 

There are many factors that affect metallic nanoparticle formation, particularly the 

type of metallic precursor used, as well as temperature and surfactant as discussed in 

previous sections. These factors and others were taken into account in several studies, 

described below, in an attempt to extend the limited understanding of the LaMer model 

concept of nucleation and growth steps when applied to the synthesis of metallic 

nanoparticles. These works, unlike those shown previously, attempt to gain a greater 

understanding of the mechanistic nature of the nucleation and growth phases during 

synthesis as demonstrated by the LaMer model. Examples of synthesis under conditions 

of macromolecular surfactants are emphasized. Reduction of metallic salt precursors with 

varying surfactants is also discussed.  

Polymer Effect in Thermolysis Reactions. One of the earliest studies on how 

metallic nanoparticles were formed in situ was conducted by Smith and Wychlck74 at 

Xerox in 1980. This work described the preparation of colloidal dispersions prepared by 

the decomposition of iron pentacarbonyl, with the proposed idea that polymer surfactant 

can act as a catalyst in the decomposition step in addition to its conventional role as a 

colloidal stabilizer.  

 Depending on the type of functional group present, Smith termed polymers as 

either “active” or “passive.” Active polymers were those which accelerated the rate of 
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evolution of carbon monoxide upon decomposition of the iron pentacarbonyl. These 

included poly(styrene-r-4-vinylpyridine), poly(styrene-r-phenylvinylketoxime), and 

poly(styrene-b-N-vinylpyrrolidone). All of these contain some type of nucleophilic 

moiety, such as the basic nitrogen on pyridine or pyrrolidinone. Passive polymers were 

those lacking a nucleophilic moiety, such as simple polystyrene, polybutadiene, and 

poly(styrene-r-butadiene). Decomposition rates with passive polymers were similar to 

results found when using only solvent. The formation of the nanoparticles from these 

surfactants was then rationalized by the “locus control formalism,” which states that these 

functionalized polymers “serve as functional loci for decomposition of metal carbonyl 

and subsequent particle nucleation.”74 As shown in Scheme 1.4 below, Smith implied that 

the iron pentacarbonyl could undergo disproportionation reactions with the nitrogen 

nucleophiles  

in the polymer upon decomposition. It can then be postulated that these partially ligated 

clusters are more thermally labile than simple iron pentacarbonyl. It is also noted that the 

nucleated particles are less likely to aggregate or flocculate out of solution when the  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scheme 1.4: Iron pentacarbonyl may undergo disproportionation reactions with nitrogen 
nucleophiles present in the polymer backbone upon decomposition.  
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polymer is said to first selectively react with metal carbonyl. This is further explained by 

the locus control formalism as shown in Scheme 1.5.  

 As shown below, “if a system exists in which there is a uniform array of domains 

(indicated by circles) dispersed throughout a continuous medium in which there is 

dissolved a molecular species, M, and if M will undergo a reaction in the domain but not 

in the continuous medium leading to the formation of aggregated solid species, I, then the 

essential requirements are satisfied for generation and growth of particles according to 

the locus control formalism.”74 Under locus control, the number of particles will 

essentially be determined by the number of discrete domains. 

The results of this study show that some type of functional moiety is necessary to  

enhance particle stabilization and also to increase the rate of decomposition during 

thermolysis. Although the locus formalism offers a reasonable explanation of Smith’s 

observed results, it has not been applied as a general predictor in nanoparticle formation 

and does not predict particle size or shape.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Scheme 1.5: Illustration of the locus control formalism.  
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 More recently, Tannenbaum et al. have conducted numerous studies on the 

kinetics and mechanistic nature of the thermolysis of cobalt octacarbonyl, both in 

solution and in the solid state.75 In 2002, they described a method to control and 

manipulate the growth of cobalt nanoparticles to pre-specified dimensions via “capping” 

of the growing particles through the use of a surfactant, namely polystyrene. They 

proposed that growth and therefore size of particles may be limited by surface 

interactions with polymers. Through the use of a model, they attempt to show the 

relationship between concentration of the polymer present in the system and the final 

metal particle size obtained, which is then compared with experimental results from a 

cobalt-polystyrene system. It was found that there was indeed an inverse dependence of 

cluster size on polymer concentration, which was also modeled qualitatively to provide 

the basis for further more quantitative analysis.  

In 2003, Tannenbaum et al. went on to propose a three step mechanism to this 

type of nanoparticle formation and stabilization, this time in the presence of polymers 

such as PMMA.76 The first step involves the formation of “metallomers” (small clusters, 

presumably the critical nuclei) by heating a solution of cobalt octacarbonyl to 90 °C. The 

second stage involves the aggregation of metallomers to large particles, and the third step 

is the adsorption of PMMA to the metal particle surface. The idea that the polymer does 

not interact with the metal throughout the initial nanocluster formation process may at 

first appear unlikely. However, this claim is consistent and supported by Smith, who 

would likely term PMMA as another type of “passive” polymer surfactant. Here the 

reaction was characterized using Infrared (IR) Specroscopy, which was used to follow the 
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CO stretches of the precursor to measure the kinetics of its decomposition, which shows 

that no change in the PMMA spectral features occurs until the onset of nanocluster 

formation.  

Reduction of Metallic Salts. Weller et al. studied the formation of CoPt3 

nanoparticles (or nanocrystals) using a method which incorporated both the thermolysis 

of a cobalt carbonyl precursor with the simultaneous reduction of Pt(acac)2 in the 

presence of 1-adamantanecarboxylic acid (ACA) and hexadecylamine (HAD) as 

stabilizing agents.77 This study focused on the dependence of nucleation and growth rates 

on temperature and precursor concentrations. By monitoring kinetics through TEM and 

powder-XRD, they found that at a lower temperature (around 145 °C), the nanocrystals 

take a longer time to nucleate (~2 minutes) after precursors were introduced to heat, and 

would then grow for up to 10 minutes.  

 

 

 
Scheme 1.6: Rationalization of the effect of the rate of nucleation on size formation of 
cobalt nanocrystals in the absence of Ostwald ripening.  
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In contrast, higher temperatures (such as 170 °C) resulted in rapid nucleation and 

growth to their final size within minutes. The authors also observed that, with an increase 

in the concentration of their nanocluster stabilizer adamantanecarboxylic acid, the final 

nanocluster size increased. This stabilizer is hypothesized to interact strongly with the 

monomers, slowing nucleation and leading ultimately to larger nanoclusters. The 

nucleation mechanism put forth by Weller et al. is shown in Scheme 1.6, which implies 

there is a balance between the rates of nucleation and growth which affects the final 

particle size. Fast nucleation (caused by higher temperatures) allows for high particle 

concentrations to form initially, which overall uses up the available precursor in solution 

immediately and results in smaller particles. At the same time, slow nucleation (caused 

by lower temperatures or inhibiting surfactants) does not seed as many nucleation sites 

initially, leaving a greater concentration of precursor in solution to allow for the particles 

to grow larger.  

In 1998, Alivisatos developed a method for “focusing” nanoparticle sizes of CdS 

and InAs particles by using a dual injection of precursor upon thermolysis.78 Focusing of 

the size distribution occurs when the nanocrystals present in solution are all slightly 

larger than the critical radius r* for nucleus growth. Under these conditions, the authors 

found that smaller nanocrystals in the distribution could grow faster to catch up with the 

larger ones. When the monomer concentration is depleted due to growth, the critical size 

becomes larger than the average size present, and the distribution broadens because some  

smaller nanocrystals shrink and eventually disappear, while larger ones continue to grow. 

This phenomenon is known as Ostwald ripening and termed by Alivisatos et al. as  
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“defocusing.” The size distribution may refocus by a second injection of additional 

monomer at the growth temperature, which shifts the critical size back to a smaller value.  

The standard deviation of nanoparticle size as well as average particle size is plotted with 

respect to time with both CdSe and InAs nanocrystals in Figure 1.13. During the 

synthesis, two distinct kinetic regimes were observed: first, the average size increases 

relatively rapidly, and the size distribution is “focused.” The authors found that by 

injecting a second batch of precursors (indicated by the arrows in Figure 1.13) they could 

increase the growth rate and “refocus” the size distribution, since by varying the 

concentration of precursor, they would also vary (lower) the critical radius r* to induce 

refocusing.   

A more recent study in 2008 by Kontturi et al. involved the control of cobalt 

nanoparticle size and formation by the adjustment of pressure during synthesis.79 They 

Figure 1.11: Refocusing CdSe and InAs nanoparticles by injecting a second amount of 
precursor into the reaction (as indicated by arrows).  
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present a novel pressure drop-induced decomposition method in which the 

supersaturation during thermal decomposition of Co2(CO)8 is controlled via the carbon 

monoxide pressure. Initially, Co2(CO)8 and surfactants trioctylamine and oleic acid are 

heated in dodecane and under high CO pressure which prevents decomposition. Then the 

pressure is dropped rapidly, causing Co2(CO)8 to decompose. By varying the magnitude 

of the CO pressure drop, the authors demonstrated they could also control the final 

nanoparticle diameter (see Scheme 1.7). 

Particles with diameters between 6 and 140 nm were observed (Figure 1.14) by 

adjusting the final decomposition pressure between 1 and 5 bar. The quantitative control 

of the CO pressure provides a unique method to directly control particle outcome during 

synthesis as well as to study how supersaturation affects nucleation rates. The authors 

went on to relate these finding of size and supersaturation to the LaMer model, finding an 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scheme 1.7: Representation of the autoclave and reactants for the pressure drop-induced 
decomposition synthesis of cobalt nanoparticles.  
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excellent qualitative correlation in that after the pressure drop, rapid burst nucleation 

occurs, which is then immediately quenched by the large temperature drop caused by the 

pressure drop. This is very similar to LaMer’s described instantaneous nucleation burst, a 

necessity to isolate nucleation and growth steps and ensure monodisperse nanoparticles.  

 
 
1.4 CONCLUSION 

 
The synthesis and mechanistic nature of formation of magnetic cobalt 

nanoparticles has been extensively studied. An in depth understanding of how they are 

formed in solution during synthesis, as well as what conditions effect this formation, 

particularly the type of organic surfactants used, are critical for further control of their 

Figure 1.14: TEM pictures of cobalt nanoparticles synthesized in dodecane-trioctylamine-
oleic acid mixture at different decomposition pressures. (a) 1.3 bar, (b) 2.3 bar, (c) 3.2 
bar, (d) 4.5 bar.  
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size, shape, and therefore magnetic ability in future applications as building blocks in the 

preparation of nanocomposite materials. It has been shown that both ferromagnetic and 

superparamagnetic cobalt nanoparticles may be synthesized by a variety of conditions, 

and several works have revealed intriguing methods to isolate nucleation and growth 

steps to achieve monodisperse colloids.  
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CHAPTER 2: SYNTHESIS OF POLYMER-COATED FERROMAGNETIC COBALT 
NANOPARTICES  

 
 

 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 Polymer-coated ferromagnetic cobalt nanoparticles (CoNPs) have recently gained 

significant attention in materials chemistry for their potential as building blocks in the 

preparation of hierarchically-ordered hybrid inorganic-organic materials.1-6 Because of 

their inherent dipole character, CoNPs have the unique ability to self-organize into 

mesoscopic one- and two- dimensional assemblies. The creation of complex assemblies, 

organized through the nanoscale and microscopic regimes, is a major challenge via 

bottom-up synthetic approaches, for potential applications in the areas of sensors, 

imaging agents, storage media, and catalysis.80-82  

 In preparation of these self-ordered materials, facile methods to prepare large 

quantities of uniform and monodisperse ferromagnetic CoNPs are required, which 

remains a crucial limitation in the field. A consistent route for controlling nanoparticle 

size and shape over several chemically distinct systems (such as between cobalt or iron 

nanoparticles) is also lacking.54 Since magnetic properties of inorganic nanoparticles such 

as Fe, Co, Ni, and oxides such as Fe3O4 change drastically with their size, the ability to 

selectively synthesize nanoparticles of precise diameters is also essential.  

 There are two synthetic methods generally used for the preparation of metallic 

ferromagnetic nanoparticles: a continuous heating, “one-pot” method (also referred to as 

the “heating-up” method)83-85 and the “hot-injection” method.86, 87 The one-pot method 

involves mixing metal precursor, surfactants, and solvent to a homogeneous solution at 
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low temperatures, and then applying high temperatures to the mixture to induce metal 

nucleation and growth. The one-pot method has been more commonly utilized for multi-

gram scale production in earlier reports.18, 45, 74, 88  In particular, the seminal work of 

Thomas at Chevron in 1966 reported the synthesis of ferromagnetic CoNPs on a 25-100 

gram scale.43 Although this method provided large quantities of materials, parameters to 

control the size and shape of the nanoparticles were limited. Alternatively, the hot 

injection method was developed to prepare nanoparticles via the rapid injection of a 

metal precursor into a hot mixture of solvent and surfactants. It is generally rationalized 

that the hot-injection of metal precursor allows for “burst” nucleation to occur, in which 

supersaturation of precursors produced by the sudden dissolution addition of excess 

precursor resulting in a temporal separation of nucleation and growth. This method 

enables the preparation of nanoparticles possessing uniform particle size and morphology. 

More recent studies have reported the use of a dual-stage hot-injection method,68 which 

separates nucleation and growth phases by injecting precursor into a hot surfactant 

solution to induce nucleation, and then allowing the nanoparticles to grow at a reduced 

temperature. While reports utilizing the hot injection method have consistently shown 

monodisperse size and shape nanoparticles, the scale of these reactions is inherently 

limited as rapid injection of precursor becomes increasingly difficult with larger 

quantities.  

 In both of these methods, different types of stabilizers, or surfactants, have been 

demonstrated to profoundly influence particle formation and colloidal stability. 

Surfactants (whether a small molecule or large macromolecular surfactant) contain 
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functional groups which will coordinate, covalently bind, or chemi-adsorb to the particle 

surface, both during and after particle formation. Small molecule surfactants, such as 

oleic acid (OA), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO), and aliphatic/oleyl amines (AA) have 

been reported to particularly affect the size and shape of nanoparticles by altering 

nanocluster growth, depending on the strength of coordination or binding of the 

functional group to the metal nanocrystal surface.52-54  

Alternatively, macromolecular surfactants such as copolymers or tri-block 

copolymers based on poly(vinyl pyrrolidinone) (PVP), polystyrene (PS), acrylates and 

methyl methacrylates (such as PMA and PMMA)59-64 have been utilized to prepare 

ferromagnetic nanoparticles where ligating moieties (such as amines or carboxylic acids) 

are located along the polymer backbone. Polymer surfactants offer distinctive advantages 

over small molecule surfactants as composition, molar mass, and architecture may be 

easily tuned via copolymerization or post-functionalization strategies.17 The inherent 

nanoscale dimensions of macromolecular surfactants are also amenable to steric 

stabilization of magnetic colloids that are strongly associative and readily agglomerate 

with small molecule surfactants.  

More recently, we have reported the use of end-functional polymeric surfactants67, 

68 bearing either amine, or phosphine oxide ligands at the chain end for the synthesis of 

ferromagnetic cobalt nanoparticles. These end-functionalized polymer surfactants provide 

an integration of both the adhesion properties as seen in small molecules with the robust 

and tunable properties of polymeric surfactants. Polystyrenes were synthesized via 
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controlled radical polymerization (ATRP)24 with pre-functionalized initiators to produce 

end-group functionalized polymers.  

These polymer surfactants were then utilized as surfactants in the dual-

temperature hot-injection thermolysis of dicobalt octacarbonyl (Co2(CO)8).
68 While the 

end-group functionalized polystyrene system afforded well-defined colloids with 

excellent colloidal stability, the yields of this system were inherently limited by the dual-

stage hot-injection method, due to the heating and mixing transport issues with increasing 

reaction scale.  

 Herein, we report the use of a one-pot heating method for the thermolysis of 

Co2(CO)8 in the presence of polymeric surfactants to prepare ferromagnetic cobalt 

nanoparticles in multi-gram quantities with an unprecedented control of particle size. 

This was accomplished by the investigation of polymer surfactant structure and 

composition. The first polymer surfactant was prepared by free radical polymerization to 

produce a random terpolymer consisting of vinyl pyrrolidinone, n-butyl acrylate, and 

methyl methacrylate as described by Thomas et al.43 When revisiting thermolysis 

reaction conditions with this surfactant as described by Thomas et al., a novel bimodal 

distribution of nanoparticle sizes was discovered, in which it was also found that 

concentration of metal precursor strongly affected the size of the final ferromagnetic 

nanoparticle that was formed. A series of polymeric surfactants were explored, 

particularly using an amine end-functionalized polystyrene surfactant (PS-NH2). It was 

discovered that nanoparticle sizes were directly controlled by variation of the reaction 
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temperature during thermolysis. From this work, uniform particles of pre-selected 

diameters (from 20-40 nm) were produced in multi-gram quantities.  

 

2.2 SYNTHESIS OF POLYMER-COATED FERROMAGNETIC COBALT 
NANOPARTICLES USING POLY(MMA-r-BA-r-VP) TERPOLYMER 
SURFACTANT ON A MULTI-GRAM SCALE  
 
 
2.2.1 Introduction 
 

The synthesis of cobalt nanoparticles in multi-gram quantities was pioneered by 

Thomas and coworkers at Chevron in the 1960’s.43 This system has demonstrated the 

ability to produce up to 25-100 grams of CoNPs per reaction. This one-pot method 

consists of heating a uniform mixture of high molecular weight polymer surfactant, 

Co2(CO)8, and a ketone additive in toluene to induce thermolysis of the Co2(CO)8 

precursor upon reflux.  

The one-pot method also requires the large-scale synthesis of a polymeric 

surfactant precursor. Although a wide range of polymeric surfactants were initially 

screened,40-42  the general method as described by Thomas43 described the use of a 

random terpolymer consisting of n-butyl acrylate (nBA), methyl methacrylate (MMA), 

and vinyl pyrrolidinone (VP). From a design standpoint, it was envisioned that the PVP 

segment serves as a coordination ligand around the particle surface, while the pMMA-

p(nBA) segments provided a stabilizing polymer corona when the nanoparticles were 

dispersed in organic media.  

The following section describes initial results found in reproducing conditions 

provided by Thomas43 with a terpolymer surfactant. This method was particularly 
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attractive as it allows for easy, large-scale production of polymer precursor as well as 

multi-gram yields of cobalt nanoparticles. As the first research group to redirect the 

advantages of this method, we also describe novel results reported upon alteration of the 

initial conditions as they were revisited with well-defined polymeric surfactants.  

 

2.2.2 Reproducing Thomas Conditions for Large-Scale CoNP Synthesis 

The first step to reproduce the method described by Thomas et al. required the 

synthesis of a p(nBA-r-MMA-r-VP) random terpolymer. The terpolymer was prepared 

using free radical polymerization, initiated by azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN), to generate 

a random terpolymer using molar feed ratios of 1:44:54 vinyl pyrolidone to methyl 

methacrylate to n-butyl acetate, respectively (Scheme 2.1). This method easily generated 

more than 10 grams of starting material surfactant per reaction.  

The terpolymer then acted as a surfactant in the thermolysis reaction of Co2(CO)8 

in refluxing toluene and with a ketone additive, 2-pentanone (Scheme 2.2). This process 

involved preparing a mixture of toluene, the additive, and the polymer in a flask, and then 
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Scheme 2.1: Synthesis of a random terpolymer surfactant via azobisisobutyronitrile-
initiated free radical polymerization of methyl methacrylate (MMA), n-butyl acrylate 
(nBA), and vinyl pyrrolidinone (VP).  
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Scheme 2.2: Synthesis of terpolymer-coated cobalt nanoparticles (T-CoNPs) during the 
thermolysis of Co2(CO)8. Reproducing initial Thomas System conditions (a) with 
terpolymer surfactant, 2-pentanone, and refluxing toluene at 110 °C and (b) using our 
modified Thomas System with terpolymer surfactant, no additive, and refluxing 1,2-
dichlorobenzene at 180 °C.  

 

just before applying heat via a thermostatic oil bath, adding solid Co2(CO)8 thereby 

creating a heterogenous solution. This solution was then heated continuously for 12 hrs. 

Polymeric surfactants act as a stabilizer to the nanoparticle once it is formed by 

producing a hairy corona on the surface of the particle. The active functional moieties 

present on the polymer also heavily influence nanoparticle formation.65, 66 Although the 

role of the ketone additive in the thermolysis reaction is not entirely understood, it is 

thought to behave as a competitive species with the polymer for coordination to the metal 

surface of the particle. While the ketone additive is therefore thought to aid in production 

of uniform monodisperse particles, it may also counteract the coordination of the polymer 

to the particle and degrade the particles over time.  

Ferromagnetic terpolymer-coated cobalt nanoparticles (T-CoNPs) (Figure 2.1) 

were successfully reproduced under the conditions described by Thomas et al., with 

average diameter nanoparticles DT-CoNPs = 19.2 ± 3.4 nm which self-assembled long 

nanoparticle chains. However, despite the ease of synthesis, attempts to isolate and store 
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the materials for later use were an immense challenge. Upon isolation of the material by 

precipitation of the ferrofluid into stirring hexanes, it was determined that the 

nanoparticles could not be isolated as they were either partially or completely degraded, 

as shown by a lack of particle sedimentation. Instead of nanoparticle sedimentation, the 

precipitated ferrofluid appeared purple in color and floated in the hexanes, clear signs of 

degradation (as this coloration indicates the presence of cobalt ions). Upon this finding, a 

series of experiments evaluating reaction time were conducted for the prevention of 

degradation over time. However, it was found that a consistent reaction time of at least 2 

hours was needed for full particle formation, and at this reaction time particles could not 

be isolated from the ferrofluid. The culprit for the degradation, the 2-pentanone additive, 

could not be adequately removed during washings, magnetic filtrations, or through ligand 

exchange experiments to eliminate its degradation effects. It was therefore determined  

 

Figure 2.1: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of ferromagnetic T-CoNPs 
(DT-CoNPs = 19.2 ± 3.4 nm) at (a) low and (b) high magnification, prepared by reproducing 
Thomas System conditions as seen in Scheme 1(a) for the thermolysis reaction of 
Co2(CO)8 in the presence of the terpolymer p(MMA-r-nBA-r-VP) surfactant. The as-
prepared ferrofluids were cast onto supported surfaces from a dilute particle dispersion in 
toluene. 
 

 (a)  (b) 
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that, although the system showed great promise in producing particles in large quantities, 

this method did not afford particles that could be isolated as stable colloids.  

 
 
2.2.3 Variations of the Thomas System 
 
 The limitations of the existing method described by Thomas et al. to prepare 

ferromagnetic cobalt nanoparticles provided an opportunity to improve this synthetic 

method further. Particularly, the current method did not afford particles that could be 

isolated as stable colloids. Attempts to improve this method were done by screening 

several reaction conditions as described in patents by Thomas et al., where one reaction 

using chlorobenzene as a solvent showed particular promise. To further optimize these 

conditions, thermolysis reactions were performed over a wide range of temperatures 

(from 90-180 °C) in either chlorobenzene (CB) or 1,2-dichlorobenzene (1,2-DCB) 

solvent to observe the effect of temperature and solvent properties on particle formation. 

Additionally, the role of cobalt precursor concentration in the solvent as well as the role 

of the polymer surfactant was explored.  

Initially, attempts to improve the synthesis of ferromagnetic cobalt nanoparticles 

involved the screening of a wide range of reaction conditions as described in the Thomas 

patents. In one particular set of conditions as seen in a patent by Thomas and coworkers41 

the higher refluxing solvent chlorobenzene was used instead of toluene and no ketone 

additive was required. The results from this thermolysis reaction in refluxing 

chlorobenzene (Figure 2.2) revealed that ferromagnetic nanoparticles were produced on a 

multi-gram scale (2 gram yield), and could also be easily isolated by precipitation into 
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stirring hexanes and were successfully redispersed into several different types of organic 

media, such as dichloromethane (DCM), toluene, and tetrahydrofuran (THF). 

While the removal of the ketone additive eliminated the degradation effects on 

processing conditions, the particle formation during the reaction was also significantly 

altered. Bimodal nanoparticles (two distinct sets of particle size distributions) were 

present in each reaction of this type. The particle diameters were typically ~15nm for the 

smaller mode and ~24 nm for the larger mode of particles. It is speculated that the ketone 

additive was used to prevent this type of size distribution from occurring; however, to the 

knowledge of the authors this particular result appears to be novel.  

Although the mechanistic nature causing the bimodality is yet to be fully 

understood, the role of precursor concentration and temperature has been described with 

classic LaMer nucleation theory [32] to greatly affect the supersaturation of the metallic 

precursor and induce “burst” or instantaneous nucleation. Generally, high temperature 

during the addition of the metallic precursor results in more uniform supersaturation and 

nucleation, and therefore produces uniform size distributions [33-35]. From this theory it 

may be further rationalized that in this peculiar case, there is not only one onset of 

supersaturation leading to burst nucleation, but rather there are more than one nucleation 

regimes during reaction.  
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Figure 2.2: TEM images of T-CoNPs. The bimodal size-distribution is ubiquitously 
observed in Co2(CO)8 thermolysis reactions with refluxing chlorobenzene with absence 
of ketone additive. D = 25nm ± 2.2 nm; d = 14 nm  ± 1.5 nm. As-prepared ferrofluids 
were cast onto supported surfaces from dilute particle dispersions in toluene. 
 
 

Based on the mechanistic principles of this reaction, we investigated the effect of 

temperature on nanoparticle formation in attempts to eliminate the bimodal distribution 

of particle sizes while retaining straightforward processing conditions. To further 

investigate this hypothesis, reactions were run in chlorobenzene and in anhydrous 1,2- 

dichlorobenzene, as this allowed reactions to be done over a wide range of temperatures: 

90, 110, and 130, 150, and 180 ºC (Figure 2.3). 

When using chlorobenzene, with a reflux temperature of 130 ºC, the optimal 

temperature was determined to be 110 ºC (B), as it produced relatively large (D = 26 nm 

± 2.4) and uniform particles, with the exception of a small percentage of another mode of 

much larger nanoparticles (60-70 nm). The nanoparticles formed were on average much 

larger in size than the observed particles from typical reactions at 130 °C. The amount of 

larger particles observed had also qualitatively decreased significantly.  Lowering the 

reaction temperature further to 90 ºC (A) caused the nanoparticle size to decrease 

appreciably and produced superparamagnetic nanoparticles (D = 12 nm ± 3 nm). 
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Figure 2.3: TEM images of T-CoNPs synthesized under a range of reaction temperatures 
and solvent conditions. The thermolysis of Co2(CO)8 was performed in chlorobenzene at 
(A) 90 °C, DT-CoNPs = 12 ± 3 nm (B) 110 °C, DT-CoNPs = 26 ± 2.4 nm (C) 130 °C (reflux), 
DT-CoNPs = 25 ± 2.2 nm, dT-CoNPs = 14 ± 1.5 nm. Thermolysis of Co2(CO)8 in 1,2-DCB was 
performed at (D) 110 °C, DT-CoNPs = 11.6 ± 2.1 nm dT-CoNPs = 8 ± 1 nm. (E) 150 °C, DT-

CoNPs = 25 ± 3 nm (F)  180 °C, DT-CoNPs = 17.5 ± 7 nm. As-prepared ferrofluids were cast 
onto supported surfaces from dilute particle dispersions in toluene. 
 
 

A 

E 
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While longer reaction times may have increased particle size at this temperature, the 

bimodal distribution was still apparent even in the smaller particles produced after 24 hrs. 

Refluxing in chlorobenzene (C) gave similar results to those shown in Figure 2.2 (D = 

24.5 ± 2.7 nm, d = 14 ± 1.2 nm).  

To observe the full effect of temperature on this system, a series of reactions was 

also run in 1,2-dichlorobenzene (1,2-DCB) over a similar range of temperatures to the 

chlorobenzene study, beginning with 90 °C. This reaction at 90 °C resulted in the absence 

of nanoparticle formation and therefore could not be characterized by TEM. From this 

result we have concluded that there is a temperature threshold of when nanoparticles are 

able to sufficiently nucleate and grow when utilizing a “heating-up” method for 

nanoparticle synthesis, and that there is a dependence between the reflux capacity of the 

solvent and this threshold. 

At 110 °C in 1,2-DCB, much smaller nanoparticles were observed (D). The 

majority of the nanoparticles appeared to be superparamagnetic in nature but still retained 

bimodality (D = 11.6 ± 2.1 nm, d = 8 ± 1 nm), as some were large enough to form small 

chains. The advantage of using 1,2-DCB as a solvent is that it allows the reaction 

temperature to be raised further. A similar reaction was performed at 150 °C; results 

shown in (E). The uniformity of these particles, as well as their size, provides a striking 

comparison to previous results (D = 25 nm ± 3.0 nm). There were a small amount of 

larger ferromagnetic nanoparticles, not shown in (E), which were on the order of 60-70 

nm.  
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Finally, at 180 °C in 1,2-DCB, the bimodal system normally seen was not as 

apparent as in other systems. Rather, there was a broad distribution of particle sizes (D = 

17.5 nm ± 7 nm). This initially appeared to be an unusual result in the general trend 

observed from previous experiments. However, it was later speculated that the increase in 

temperature could cause the gap to decrease and the differentiating particle size modes to 

somewhat overlap; as opposed to earlier experiments where the second nucleation burst 

was always delayed, this time the reaction temperature resulted in the nucleation to occur 

closer in reaction time to the burst before. We have theorized the increase in temperature 

to therefore enhance the “burst” effect which is attributed to the production of 

monodisperse systems. However, in this case where bimodality is naturally ubiquitous, 

the higher temperature creates a broad distribution of particle sizes.  

 

 
Figure 2.4: TEM micrographs of bimodal self-assembled ferromagnetic T-CoNPs (DT-

CoNPs = 53 nm ± 5 nm; dT-CoNPs = 15 nm ± 2 nm) at low (a) and high magnification (b), 
prepared by doubling the Co2(CO)8 precursor concentration in the thermolysis reaction of 
Co2(CO)8 in the presence of the terpolymer p(MMA-r-nBA-r-VP) surfactant. The 
p(MMA-r-nBA-r-VP)-CoNPs were cast onto supporting surfaces from a particle 
dispersion in toluene.  
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As with preliminary results in chlorobenzene, all of the nanoparticles shown in 

Figure 2.3 were easily isolated and stored as powders, and could be redispersed in a 

variety of organic solvents, including toluene and dichloromethane.  

In addition to the observed effect on particle formation by solvent and reflux 

temperature, a similar and novel trend was observed by adjusting precursor feed ratios in 

the reaction. In one striking result, shown in Figure 2.4, the mass/volume ratio of 

Co2(CO)8 to 1,2-DCB was increased from 4:1 to 8:1. It was found that when the 

precursor concentration is markedly increased compared to available solvent, the larger 

particles in the bimodal distribution dominate in the overall mass distribution. 

 Another interesting result from this system was found during a control study, in 

which the role of the incorporation of the vinyl pyrrolidinone (VP) monomer component 

into the terpolymer surfactant was investigated. The VP was not incorporated into the 

surfactant, and instead a random copolymer of n-BA and MMA was used; otherwise the 

reaction was conducted under standard conditions. As shown in Figure 2.5, the 

bimodality of particle sizes was no longer present, and instead monomodal and uniform 

particles were produced. It would appear from this result that the VP monomer was 

responsible for the bimodality present in all reactions. 
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Figure 2.5: TEM micrographs of p(MMA-r-nBA)-CoNPs imaged at (a) high and (b) low 
magnification, prepared using the random copolymer p(MMA-r-nBA) in the thermolysis 
of Co2(CO)8. The p(MMA-r-nBA)-CoNPs (as prepared; Dp(MMA-r-nBA)-CoNPs = 19 nm ± 2.4 
nm) were cast onto supported surfaces from a particle dispersion in toluene. 
 
 
2.2.4 Characterization of Terpolymer-Coated Nanoparticles 
 
 T-CoNPs were characterized by both VSM and XRD measurements. Particularly 

the p(MMA-r-nBA)-CoNPs copolymer coated nanoparticles, and the mixture of  DT-CoNPs 

= 53 nm ± 5 nm; dT-CoNPs = 15 nm ± 2 nm (with larger particles dominating the mass 

ratio) were of interest.  

XRD was used to investigate the effect of different polymeric surfactant 

(copolymer or terpolymer) as well as the effect of precursor ratios on the crystalline 

phases of metallic CoNPs prepared using the one-pot heating method as described by 

Thomas et al. For the copolymer-coated cobalt nanoparticles (Figure 2.6, plot (a)) the 

formation of primarily fcc Co was observed. For the mixture of dominantly 53 nm 

particles with 15nm particles, (b), the formation of primarily fcc Co was also observed.  
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Figure 2.6: XRD patterns of T-CoNPs prepared from (a) p(nBA-r-MMA) copolymer, and 
(b) the Thomas terpolymer 
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Figure 2.7: Magnetization versus applied magnetic field for polymer coated CoNPs 
prepared from copolymer (red trace) (average diameter = 21nm) or terpolymer (blue 
trace) with an average diameter of 53nm. 
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Magnetic properties of the polymer-coated CoNPs prepared from different 

precursor feed ratios, or using different surfactant (terpolymer or copolymer) were 

measured using VSM at room temperature (Figure 2.7). Magnetic measurements 

confirmed that all of the prepared hybrid nanocomposite materials were weakly 

ferromagnetic at room temperature. While the 53 nm particles appeared to have a 

stronger saturation magnetization and coercivity (Ms = 32 emu/g; Hc =  572 Oe) than the 

copolymer-coated CoNPs (Ms = 39.4 emu/g; Hc = 721 Oe) the 53 nm particles did not 

show as high a coercivity as anticipated from their large size. However, this can be 

explained by the likelihood of multidomain character present in cobalt nanoparticles 

above 40 nm, which can cause different domains to pair and cancel out the inherent 

magnetic spin.65 It should be noted that this measurement also includes the magnetization 

of the smaller 15 nm present in the mixture, so these values can only be considered the 

average measurement of both the 53 nm and 15 nm nanoparticles.  

 

2.2.5 Effect on Nanoparticles by Variation of Polymer Surfactant 

While results with the one-pot heating method using the terpolymer surfactant 

showed great promise for the production of cobalt nanoparticles on the multi-gram scale, 

there were still inherent limitations to the system. The greatest challenge with the 

terpolymer was determined to be the reproducibility of its molecular weight, as well as 

complete conversion of each monomer unit per reaction. As free radical reactions are 

difficult to control and traditionally produce a broad polydispersity, this also caused 

challenges when reproducing the cobalt nanoparticles.  
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However, as the absence of the VP moiety in the terpolymer provided a striking 

result in the thermolysis reactions, the effect of polymer surfactant and their respective 

functional moieties were of great interest. The role of the VP moiety in the terpolymer 

became of particular interest, and thermolysis reactions at 150 °C in 1,2-dichlorobenzene 

were conducted using terpolymers with increasing molar ratios of VP. Although the 

average size of the particles tended to increase with the increased VP content in the 

terpolymer, the molecular weight and molar ratios of each monomer segment varied too 

greatly to draw direct conclusions on the effect of the VP segment.  

In addition to observing the effects of the differing monomer ratios in the Thomas 

terpolymer, the amine end-functionalized polystyrene surfactant as described in previous 

reports67, 68 was also investigated as a surfactant using the one-pot method as described 

by Thomas. The results from these experiments eliminated the current limitations of the 

terpolymer surfactant system – particularly the lack of reproducibility of surfactant 

molecular weight, and therefore reproducibility of cobalt nanoparticle size. The following 

sections are devoted to these findings when using the PS-NH2 surfactant. 

 

2.3: TUNING OF PARTICLE SIZE VIA TEMPERATURE: A SYNTHETIC 
METHOD FOR FERROMAGNETIC NANOPARTICLES ON A MULTI-GRAM 
SCALE 
  

From the resulting thermolysis reactions using the Thomas terpolymer surfactant, 

a general method was developed to produce ferromagnetic polystyrene-coated cobalt 

nanoparticles. This method utilizes a one-pot method (as described in previous sections) 

for the thermolysis of Co2(CO)8 in the presence of amine end-functionalized polystyrene 
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surfactant (Scheme 2.3). These end-functionalized surfactants were synthesized by using 

a pre-functionalized initiator for use in Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization (ATRP).24 

By using this type of controlled polymerization, well-defined polystyrene with precise 

molar mass and composition was prepared.  

The following describes a new method to produce polystyrene-coated 

ferromagnetic nanoparticles using the one-pot heating method. During this study, a 

unique relationship between thermolysis reaction temperature and nanoparticle size was 

confirmed. From this observation of relationship between nanoparticle size and 

temperature in the one-pot system, it is now possible to produce polymer-coated 

ferromagnetic nanoparticles of pre-selected diameters in multi-gram quantities.  

 
 
2.3.1 Synthesis of Amine End-Group Functionalized Polystyrene Surfactant 

 
The synthesis of PS-NH2 has been shown previously in earlier work.68 The amine 

end-functionalized polystyrene is considered a polymeric analogue of small-molecule 

aliphatic or oleyl amine surfactants, commonly used in conjunction with other small-

molecule surfactants (such as trioctylphosphine oxide and oleic acid) to produce well-

defined superparamagnetic and ferromagnetic CoNPs when added in different feed ratios. 

This small-molecule surfactant system51-54 has served as a reference point in our own 

synthesis of end-group functionalized polymer surfactants.  

In preparation for the synthesis of a PS-NH2 surfactant (Mn = 10,000 g/mol, yield 

= 7.20 grams), the initiator was synthesized by the statistical coupling reaction of  
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Scheme 2.3: Synthesis of ferromagnetic PS-CoNPs via thermolysis of Co2(CO)8 in the 
presence of PS-NH2 surfactants through a continuous "heating up" method. Synthesis of 
the polymer surfactant was conducted by the ATRP of styrene using a functional initiator. 
Conditions: (a) potassium phthalimide, CH3CN, 80 °C; (b) styrene, CuCl, 2,2’-bipyridine, 
DMF, 110 °C; (c) NH2-NH2, THF, MeOH, 25 °C; (d) thermolysis of the Co2(CO)8 by 
continuous heating at 180 °C for 12 hours in anhydrous 1,2-DCB. 
 
dichloro-p-xylene (DCX) with potassium phthalimide and ATRP of styrene, followed by 

deprotection using hydrazine hydrate to afford the amine-functionalized PS final product. 

 
2.3.2 Preparation of PS-CoNPs 
 

Following the preparation of the amine end-functionalized polystyrene surfactant, 

the synthesis of PS-CoNPs was investigated using the one-pot method for the thermolysis 

of Co2(CO)8. In this system, a solution of pre-dissolved Co2(CO)8 in 1,2-DCB (by vortex) 

was added to a pre-dissolved solution of PS-NH2, and this homogeneous mixture was 

uniformly heated in an oil bath. As compared to previous reports which involved the 

dual-stage thermolysis via hot-injection, these conditions have more than doubled in 

concentration. Previously, a solvent to cobalt precursor (volume to weight ratio) of 4:0.5 

was used, whereas the one-pot method allows for concentration (volume to weight) ratios 

of 2:1.  

Through a series of experiments evaluating the effect of temperature during thermolysis, 

it was found that by altering the temperature, the size of the nanoparticles produced could 
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be altered as well, so as to produce particles of pre-determined size. Figure 2.8 illustrates 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) micrographs of four thermolysis reactions, 

each conducted at a different temperature. The resulting PS-CoNPs are shown after (a) 

refluxing at 180 °C, D = 19.2 nm ± 3.2 nm, (b) at a reaction temperature of 165 °C, D = 

20.4 nm ± 3.6 nm, (c) at 150 °C D = 26.0 nm ± 4.8 nm, (d) at 135  °C, D = 34 ± 5.5 nm.  

 

 
 
 
 

As shown in the plot in Figure 3.9, the average particle size that is formed in each 

reaction proves an inversely linear relationship to the temperature of the reaction. An  

 

(a) 

(d) (d) (c) 

(b) 

Figure 2.8:  TEM micrographs showing the range of PS-CoNP sizes produced at different 
temperatures during the thermolysis reaction of Co2(CO)8 with the presence of PS-NH2 

surfactant in 1,2-DCB as shown in Scheme 1. (a) Refluxing at 180 °C, D = 19.2 nm ± 3.2 
nm, (b) at 165 °C, D = 20.4 nm ± 3.6 nm, (c) at 150 °C D = 26.0 nm ± 4.8 nm, (d) at 
135  °C, D = 34 ± 5.5 nm.  PS-CoNPs were cast onto supporting surfaces from a particle 
dispersion in toluene.   
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The trend observed between reaction temperature and resulting nanoparticle size 

is shown in Figure 2.9.  

After the reaction was complete, additional free PS-NH2 (up to half of the 

predicted yield by weight) was added to further enhance the stabilization of the formed 

colloids for redispersion into common organic solvents, such as toluene, tetrahydrofuran,  

and dichloromethane. The ferrofluids could then be isolated into stable, redispersable 

powders after precipitation due to the coordinated polystyrene outer coating on the cobalt 

nanoparticle surfaces. The effects of adding excess PS-NH2 to the PS-CoNP ferrofluid is 

shown in Figure 2.10. Each of the reactions as shown in Figure 2.8 was divided into two 

fractions. One was isolated by precipitation and dried to a black powder, then redispersed 

Figure 2.9: A plot of reaction temperature during the thermolysis reaction of Co2(CO)8 in 
the presence of PS-NH2 surfactant versus the average particle diameter formed in each 
reaction. A near linear relationship is observed. 
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in toluene. To the other fraction, excess PS-NH2 was added to the reaction mixture, 

allowed to stir at the initial reaction temperature for 1 hr, and then precipitated, dried to a 

powder, and redispersed in toluene. Each sample was evaluated for its stability in an 

organic solution, and digital photographs were taken at the starting time, after three hrs, 

and after three days. It was observed from this study that the excess PS-NH2 does 

enhance the stability of these dispersions after three hours. However, after three days all 

of the solutions show a large amount of sedimentation at the bottom of the flask. The  

stability was also found to be greater in particles with smaller diameter; as the particle 

size increases, the magnetic strength of the particle also increases (or perhaps starts to 

form multidomain rather than single domain character) which causes the particles to be 

more attracted to each other in solution and therefore agglomerate at a faster rate.  

 

 
Figure 2.10: Stabilization of ferrofluids from Figure 2. Powders of PS-CoNPs, either with 
excess PS-NH2 (top blue labeled flasks) or without excess PS-NH2 (bottom green labeled 
flasks) redispersed in toluene at 0.5 mg/ml concentrations. The stability of the ferrofluids 
was observed at 0 hrs, 3 hrs, and 3 days from left to right, respectively.  
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Figure 2.11: TEM images of self-assembled PS-CoNPs at low (a) and (b) high 
magnification. Results from a 5 gram scale reaction performed at 150 °C. DPS-CoNP = 33.7 
nm ± 4.6 nm. The PS-CoNPs were cast onto supported surfaces from a particle dispersion 
in toluene.   
 
 

In addition to the enhanced stability of this system, it is also facile in producing 

multi-gram quantities; up to 4 grams per batch. By simply scaling up the quantities used 

in the previous 2 gram scale reactions, keeping all mass ratios constant, these larger 

yields were easily obtained and produced similar results under temperature conditions at 

150 °C (Figure 2.11).  

It has been shown that there is a strong effect of the feed ratio of metal precursor 

and surfactant on the size, shape, and magnetic properties of ferromagnetic cobalt 

nanoparticles.32, 33 In this study with PS-NH2 and Co2(CO)8 mass ratios, similar trends 

were observed. Figure 2.12 shows a study done to observe the effects of decreasing or 

increasing the amount of PS-NH2 present with respect to the Co2(CO)8 precursor. When 

decreasing the amount of polymer used to a 6:1 mass ratio of Co2(CO)8 to PS-NH2, 

similar size PS-CoNPs are formed, but in addition there is a large presence of hexagons 
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Figure 2.12: TEM images of self-assembled PS-CoNPs synthesized using different feed 
ratios of Co2(CO)8 to PS-NH2 precursors. (a) 6:1 mass ratio of Co2(CO)8 to PS-NH2; DPS-

CoNP = 32.2 nm ± 5.2 nm (b) using a 1.5:1 mass ratio of Co2(CO)8 to PS-NH2; DPS-CoNP = 
57.6 nm ± 6.9 nm. The PS-CoNPs were cast onto supported surfaces from a particle 
dispersion in toluene.  
 
 
and other acircular particles formed on a larger percentage than with standard reaction 

conditions. When using a 1.5:1 mass ratio of Co2(CO)8 to PS-NH2, a large excess of PS-

NH2 relative to our standard conditions, an interesting morphology is formed, where the 

PS-CoNPs become fused together in long wires of chains and the particles appear to be 

disk-like in shape. The composition of these irregularly shaped nanoparticles is unknown 

and is currently being investigated. 

 Molecular weight of the PS-NH2 precursor was also evaluated in a series of 

experiments, where it was determined that optimally polymers should have a number-

average molecular weight Mn = 10,000 g/mol. Thermolysis reactions performed with 

polymers with a Mn less than 10,000 g/mol produced irregular shapes and sizes. However, 

trial Mn values have not exceeded 20,000 g/mol, as this molecular weight inhibits 

characterization of the end-group by NMR analysis. 

 

(a
) 

(b
) 
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2.3.3 Characterization of PS-CoNPs 
 
 XRD was used to investigate the effect of different temperature conditions on the 

crystalline phases of the PS-CoNPs prepared using the one-pot method for the 

thermolysis of Co2(CO)8. All of the CoNPs produced at different reaction temperatures 

(and therefore different sizes) exhibited similar crystalline phases (Figure 2.13) which 

were predominantly fcc Co as seen by the main deflection at 45 degrees. Hexagonal Co 

and fcc Co3O4 crystalline phases were also minimally present as seen by deflections at 76 

degrees and 19 degrees, respectively. These results are similar to other systems which 

have utilized one-pot heating methods,43 but differ from previous systems using PS-NH2  
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Figure 2.13: XRD patterns of PS-CoNPs prepared at (a) 180 °C, (b) 165 °C, (c) 150 °C 
and (d) 135 °C.   
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Figure 2.14: Magnetization versus applied magnetic field for fcc-cobalt nanoparticles 
prepared from PS-NH2 at 150 °C with an average diameter of 33 nm. The thin red trace 
shows VSM measurement at room temperature, while the thick blue trace corresponds to 
measurement at 50 K. 
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Figure 2.15: Plot and table of data showing relationship between nanoparticle diameter 
(nm), coercivity (Oe), and saturation magnetization (emu/g).  
 

Particle 
Diameter 

(nm) 

Hc 

(Oe) at 
295 K 

Ms 
(emu/g) 

19.2 702.6 45.56 
20.4 769 44.01 
26 626.9 47.01 
34 618.4 78.4 
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surfactant which utilized the dual-temperature hot-injection method, which yielded 

predominantly ε-cobalt crystalline phase nanoparticles.  

Representative VSM measurements produced at both 50 K and 295 K 

temperatures are shown in Figure 2.14 with samples prepared at 150 °C during Co2(CO)8 

thermolysis. Trends were observed in the coercivity, Hc, and saturation magnetization, Ms, 

with respect to nanoparticle size (Figure 2.15). The Ms values increased uniformly with 

average nanoparticle sizes ranging from average nanoparticle diameters DPS-CoNPs = 19-26 

nm, but the value almost doubled for DPS-CoNP = 34 nm. This indicates that the 

nanoparticle size strongly correlates with Ms exhibited by the material, as expected.  

However, unlike the Ms values, the Hc values drop significantly after DPS-CoNPs = 

26 nm. This trend may be explained by the existence of mutlidomain nanoparticles, most 

likely to form once the particle size is 40 nm or greater.65 Particles containing more than 

one domain may have combined and therefore canceled inherent magnetic spins, thus 

decreasing their overall coercivity. This particular result is unusual, however, as multi-

domain behavior generally does not exist in nanoparticles made from cobalt until they 

reach a critical size of roughly 40 nm.18 These results are being studied further, as 

magnetic measurements for nanoparticles with average diameters between 20 nm and 34 

nm are currently under investigation. With a larger accumulation of data points, a clearer 

trend will likely be produced.  
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2.4 CONCLUSIONS 
 
 Upon analysis of the patent literature by Thomas et al., new developments in the 

one-pot method have been described. Particularly, we have described two general 

methods for producing ferromagnetic cobalt nanoparticles on the multi-gram scale. Using 

the original method as described by Thomas et al., with a terpolymer surfactant, a novel 

bimodality of nanoparticle sizes was produced. Temperature conditions during the 

Co2(CO)8 thermolysis reaction were optimized to 150 °C to produce predominantly 

uniform T-CoNPs (D = 24 ± 3 nm). Additionally a concentration dependence on particle 

modality dominance in the product mixture was observed, as well as the effect of using 

the copolymer p(nBA-r-MMA) to produce monodisperse and monomodal CoNPs.  

To further optimize the reproducibility of this system, the synthesis of 

ferromagnetic cobalt nanoparticles using an amine end-group functionalized polystyrene 

surfactant was also examined. Using ATRP reaction conditions, well-defined amine end-

group functionalized polystyrene surfactants were produced, which enabled the 

reproducible synthesis of stabilized PS-CoNPs on a multi-gram scale. Additionally, the 

novel trend of reaction temperature and nanoparticle size dependence in this system was 

discovered, providing a means to produce multi-gram quantities of cobalt nanoparticles 

of pre-selected diameter (from 20-35 nm). These nanoparticles also exhibit magnetic 

character which suggest the formation of multi-domain magnetic spin, an unusual finding 

for cobalt nanoparticles with an average diameter less than 40 nm.65  
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EXPERIMENTAL APPENDIX 
 
 

 
MATERIALS AND CHARACTERIZATION 
 

Anhydrous 1,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB), toluene, anhydrous toluene, 

chlorobenzene, neutral alumina, 1,4,7,10,13,16-hexaoxacyclooctadecane (18-crown-6), 

acetonitrile (ACN), acetone, dichloromethane (DCM), hexanes (HEX), methanol 

(MeOH), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), hydrazine hydrate, magnesium sulfate, 

copper(I) chloride, 2,2’-bipyridyl (bipy), 4,4’-dinonyl-2,2’-bipyridyl (dNbipy), boron 

trichloride (1 M solution in DCM), sodium hydride (96%), α,α’-dichloro-p-xylene (DCX), 

and 2-[4-(bromomethyl)phenyl]propionic acid were purchased from Aldrich and used as 

received without further purification. Copper(I) bromide was purified by stirring in 

glacial acetic acid overnight. Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) was purified by 

recrystallization in MeOH. Styrene (Sty), methyl methacrylate (MMA), n-butyl acrylate 

(n-BA), and vinyl pyrrolidinone (VP) were purchased from Aldrich and passed through a 

short column of neutral alumina to remove inhibitors prior to use in polymerizations. 

Deoxygenation of monomers, solvents, and reaction mixtures was achieved by bubbling 

with argon gas for 30 min prior to use in polymerizations. Dicobaltoctacarbonyl 

(Co2(CO)8) was purchased from Strem Chemicals and used as received. 

Flash chromatography was performed using silica gel from VWR (230–400 mesh) 

and TLC plates coated with silica gel 60 F254 (Merck). Nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) spectroscopy was performed using Bruker DRX 500 MHz FT-NMR and Bruker 

DRX 250 MHz FT-NMR spectrometers, operating with XWinNMR software (Bruker). 
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Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was performed in a tetrahydrofuran (THF) mobile 

phase with a Waters 1515 isocratic pump running three 5-µm PLgel columns (Polymer 

Labs, pore sizes 104, 103, and 102 Å) at a flow rate of 1 mL/min with a Waters 2414 

differential refractometer and a Waters 2487 dual-wavelength UV–vis spectrometer. 

Molar masses were calculated using the Empower software (Waters), calibrating against 

low-polydispersity linear polystyrene standards. TEM images were obtained on a 

JEM100CX II transition electron microscope (JEOL) at an operating voltage of 60 kV, 

using in-house-prepared copper grids (Cu, hexagonal, 300 mesh). Analysis of images was 

carried out using ImageJ software (W. S. Rasband, National Institutes of Health, 1997–

2007, http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). Relative uncertainty of particle size determinations 

using ImageJ was found to be 5% of the diameter average (e.g., 20 nm ± 1 nm). VSM 

measurements were obtained using a Waker HF 9H electromagnet with a Lakeshore 7300 

controller and a Lakeshore 668 power supply. Magnetic measurements were carried out 

at room temperature (27 °C, 300 K) and low temperature (-196 °C or 77 K), with a 

maximum S-2 applied field of 1190 kA/m, a ramp rate of 2630 A m-1 s-1, and a time 

constant of 0.1. XRD measurements were performed using the X’pert X-ray 

diffractometer (PW1827, Phillips) at room temperature with a CuKα radiation source at 

40 kV and 30 mA.  

Note. Identification of commercial products is made only to facilitate 

reproducibility and to adequately describe the procedure. In no case does it imply 

endorsement by NIST or that the named product is necessarily the best product for the 

procedure. 
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PREPARATION OF [POLY(MMA-r-nBA-r-VP)] RANDOM TERPOLYMER 
 
  To an oven-dried 50 mL Schlenk flask, equipped with stir bar and rubber septum, 

a deoxygenated solution of AIBN (0.416 g, 2.53 x 10-3 mol), MMA (9 mL, 8.99 x 10-2 

mol), n-BA (24 mL, 0.187 mol), VP (0.26 mL, 2.3 x 10-3 mol) in anisole (27 mL) was 

placed in a thermostated oil bath held at 60 °C for 12 h to reach a conversion of 90% for 

MMA monomer, 95% for n-BA monomer, and 65% for VP monomer. The reaction 

mixture was diluted in DCM (60 mL) and precipitated into stirring methanol (800 mL). 

The solution was decanted after allowing to settle overnight and then the polymer was 

redissolved in THF (50 mL) for a second precipitation in methanol (800 mL), followed 

by drying in vacuo to yield an opaque semisolid. (15.02 g, 89% yield based on monomer 

conversion, 52% yield after fractional precipitation). 1H NMR (250 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 

4.15-3.85 (bm, 2H, OCH2) 3.7–3.5 (bm, 3H, OCH3), 3.3-3.05 (bm, 2H, NC=OCH) (bm, 

CH2), 2.40 –1.20 (bm, CH + CH2). Mn SEC = 220,000 g/mol; Mw/Mn = 1.77. 

  

PREPARATION OF POLY(MMA-r-nBA) RANDOM COPOLYMER 
 
To an oven-dried 25 ml schlenk flask equipped with stir bar and rubber septum, a 

deoxygenated solution of AIBN (0.207 g, 1.26 x 10-3 mol), MMA (4.5 mL, 4.28 x 10-2 

mol) and n-BA (12 mL, 8.31 x 10-2 mol) in anisole (16 mL) was placed in a thermostated 

oil bath held at 60 °C for 12 h to reach a conversion of 94% for MMA monomer, and 

95% for n-BA monomer. The reaction mixture was diluted in DCM (30 mL) and 

precipitated into stirring methanol (500 mL). The solution was decanted after allowing to 

settle overnight and then the polymer was redissolved in THF (30 mL) for a second 
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precipitation in methanol (500 mL), followed by drying in vacuo to yield an opaque 

semisolid. (7.0 g, 94% yield based on monomer conversion, 47% yield after fractional 

precipitation). 1H NMR (250 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 4.15-3.85 (bm, 2H, OCH2) 3.7–3.5 (bm, 

3H, OCH3) (bm, CH2), 2.40 –1.20 (bm, CH + CH2). Mn SEC = 180,000 g/mol Mw/Mn = 1.8. 

 

PREPARATION OF TERPOLYMER-COATED COBALT NANOPATICLES 
USING ORIGINAL THOMAS CONDITIONS 
 

To an oven-dried 100 mL three-neck round-bottom flask, equipped with stir bar 

and condenser under argon, a deoxygenated mixture of poly(MMA-r-nBA-r-VP) (0.31 g, 

1.30 x 10-6 mol) anhydrous toluene (20 mL) and 3-pentanone (0.5 mL) was added. Then, 

while flushing the flask with argon, solid Co2(CO)8 (1.80 g, 5.26 x 10-3 mol) was quickly 

added. The heterogeneous mixture was placed in a thermostated oil bath held at 110 °C 

and refluxed for 12 h. The reaction mixture was then cooled to room temperature under 

argon. The as-prepared ferrofluid (0.5 mL) was diluted in toluene (10 mL) for TEM 

imaging and analysis. A drop of this nanoparticle solution was cast onto a carbon-coated 

copper grid and allowed to dry at room temperature. Attempts to isolate the terpolymer-

coated nanoparticle ferrofluids by precipitation in both methanol (500 mL) and hexanes 

(500 mL) were unsuccessful. The particle size (D = 18 nm ± 2.2 nm) was determined by 

TEM.  
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PREPARATION OF TERPOLYMER-COATED COBALT NANOPARTICLES 
USING CHLOROBENZENE SOLVENT 

 
To an oven-dried 100 mL three-neck round-bottom flask, equipped with stir bar 

and condenser under argon, a deoxygenated mixture of poly(MMA-r-nBA-r-VP) (0.9 g, 4 

x 10-6 mol) and 1-chlorobenzene (27.5 mL) was added. Then, while flushing the flask 

with argon, solid Co2(CO)8 (2.75 grams, 8.00 x 10-3 mol) was quickly added. The 

heterogeneous mixture was placed in a thermostated oil bath held at 130 °C and refluxed 

for 12 h. The reaction mixture was then cooled to room temperature under argon. The as-

prepared ferrofluid (0.5 mL) was diluted in toluene (10 mL) for TEM imaging and 

analysis. A drop of this nanoparticle solution was cast onto a carbon-coated copper grid 

and allowed to dry at room temperature. To isolate the terpolymer-coated cobalt 

nanoparticles, the ferrofluids were precipitated into stirring hexanes (500 mL) to yield a 

black powder (yield = 2.06 grams) that was soluble in a variety of organic solvents (e.g., 

toluene, THF, DCM) and was responsive to an external magnetic field. TGA revealed 

that an organic content of 42% relative mass of the total mass was present in the isolated 

product. The particle size (D = 24 nm ± 2.6 nm, d = 15 nm ± 1.9 nm) was determined by 

TEM.  

 

PREPARATION OF TERPOLYMER-COATED COBALT NANOAPARTICLES 
USING ANYHYDROUS 1,2-DICHLOROBENZENE SOLVENT 

 
To an oven-dried 100 mL three-neck round-bottom flask, equipped with stir bar 

and condenser under argon, a deoxygenated mixture of poly(MMA-r-nBA-r-VP) (0.9 g, 4 

x 10-6 mol) and anhydrous 1,2-dichlorobenzene (27.5 mL) was added. Then, while 
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flushing the flask with argon, solid Co2(CO)8 (2.75 grams, 8.00 x 10-3 mol) was quickly 

added. The heterogeneous mixture was placed in a thermostated oil bath held at 180 °C 

and heated to reflux for 12 h. Similarly, other trial experiments were done at 110, 130, 

and 150 °C. The reaction mixture was then cooled to room temperature under argon. The 

as-prepared ferrofluid (0.5 mL) was diluted in toluene (10 mL) for TEM imaging and 

analysis. A drop of this nanoparticle solution was cast onto a carbon-coated copper grid 

and allowed to dry at room temperature. To isolate the terpolymer-coated cobalt 

nanoparticles, the ferrofluids were precipitated into stirring hexanes (500 mL) to yield a 

black powder (yield = 2.3 grams) that was soluble in a variety of organic solvents (e.g., 

toluene, THF, DCM) and was responsive to an external magnetic field. TGA revealed 

that an organic content of 43% relative mass to the polymeric surfactant shell was present 

in the isolated product. The bimodal particle sizes (D = 76 ±  7 nm, d = 24 nm ± 3 nm) 

were determined by TEM.  

 

PREPARATION OF TERPOLYMER-COATED COBALT NANOPARTICLES 
USING HALF-CONCENTRATION RATIOS IN ANHYDROUS 1,2-
DICHLOROBENZENE SOLVENT 

 
To an oven-dried 100 mL three-neck round-bottom flask, equipped with stir bar 

and condenser under argon, a deoxygenated mixture of poly(MMA-r-nBA-r-VP) (0.9 g, 4 

x 10-6 mol) and anhydrous 1,2-dichlorobenzene (27.5 mL) was added. Then, while 

flushing the flask with argon, solid Co2(CO)8 (2.75 grams, 8.00 x 10-3 mol) was quickly 

added. The heterogeneous mixture was placed in a thermostated oil bath held at 150 °C 

for 12 h. The isolation protocols followed were identical to those discussed previously 
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(yield = 2.3 grams). TGA revealed that an organic content of 46% relative mass to the 

polymeric surfactant shell was present in the isolated product. The bimodal particle sizes 

(D = 53 nm ± 5 nm, d = 15 nm ± 2.2 nm) were determined by TEM. Magnetic properties 

of poly(MMA-r-nBA-r-VP)-CoNPs were measured using VSM at room temperature: Ms 

= 32 emu/g; Hc =  572 Oe. 

 

PREPRATION OF POLY(MMA-r-nBA)-COATED COBALT NANOPARTICLES 
USING POLY(MMA-r-nBA) COPOLYMER 
 

To an oven-dried 100 mL three-neck round-bottom flask, equipped with stir bar 

and condenser under argon, a deoxygenated mixture of poly(MMA-r-nBA) (0.9 g, 5 x 10-

6 mol) and anhydrous 1,2-dichlorobenzene (27.5 mL) were added. Then, while flushing 

the flask with argon, solid Co2(CO)8 (2.75 grams, 8.00 x 10-3 mol) was quickly added. 

The heterogeneous mixture was placed in a thermostated oil bath held at 150 °C for 12 h. 

The isolation protocols followed were identical to those discussed previously. (yield = 

2.0 grams). TGA revealed that an organic content of 43% relative mass to the polymeric 

surfactant shell was present in the isolated product. The particle size (D = 18 nm ± 2.4 

nm) was determined by TEM. Magnetic properties of poly(MMA-r-nBA)-CoNPs were 

measured using VSM at room temperature: Ms = 39.4 emu/g; Hc = 721 Oe.   

 

PREPARATION OF 4-(CHLOROMETHYL)BENZYL PHTHALIMIDE 
 

To an oven dried three-neck round-bottom flask was added dichloroxylene (6.59 g, 

3.76 x 102 mol), potassium phthalimide (2.67 g, 1.44 x 102 mol), and 18-crown-6 (0.240 

g, 9.08 x 104 mol), and the solids were then dissolved in ACN (75 mL). The reaction 
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mixture was heated to reflux overnight under argon at 82 oC, filtered through a coarse 

glass frit, washed with acetone, and concentrated in vacuo to yield a white solid. The 

crude product was purified via flash chromatography eluting with a 1:1 HEX/DCM 

mixture with a gradual increase to DCM to yield a white crystalline solid (2.70 g, 67%, 

Rf = 0.2, 2:1 DCM/HEX). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 7.85 (dd, J = 5 Hz, 3 Hz, Ar H, 

2H), 7.71 (dd, J = 5.5 Hz, 3 Hz, Ar H, 2H), 7.45–7.34 (m, Ar H, 4H), 5.3 (s, CH2, 2H), 

4.55 (s, CH2, 2H). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 167.79, 136.97, 136.49, 133.92, 

131.94, 128.90, 128.81, 123.24, 45.73, 41.13. HRMS: exact mass calculated for [M+1]+ 

C16H12O2ClN, 287.0518; found, 285.0527. 

 

PREPRATION OF BENZYL PHTHALIMIDE END-FUNCTIONALIZED 
POLYSTYRENE 
 

To a 25 mL Schlenk flask equipped with a stir bar was added phthalimide initiator 

(0.500 g, 1.75 x 103 mol), Cu(I)Cl (0.173 g, 1.75 x 103 mol), and bipy (0.546 g, 3.50 x 

103 mol). The flask was fitted with a rubber septum, evacuated, and back-filled with 

argon for three cycles, and the flask contents were left under argon. Deoxygenated DMF 

(2 mL) was added to the flask via syringe and stirred at room temperature until a red 

complex formed. Deoxygenated styrene (10.9 g, 12.0 mL, 1.05 x 101 mol) was added 

directly into the flask. The flask was placed in a thermostated oil bath held at 110 °C for 

16 h to reach a monomer conversion of 96%. The reaction mixture was diluted in 300 mL 

of DCM and passed through an alumina plug to remove the copper catalyst. The polymer 

solution was concentrated and precipitated into stirring methanol (1000 mL) twice, 

followed by drying in vacuo to yield a white powder (7.71 g, 89% yield based on 
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monomer conversion). 1H NMR (250 MHz, CDCl3,): 7.82 (b, Ar H, 2H), 7.67 (b, Ar H, 

2H), 7.10–6.50 (bm, Ar H), 4.77 (bm, CH2), 2.4 –1.2 (bm, CH + CH2). Mn SEC = 9800 

g/mol; Mw/Mn = 1.08. 

 
 

HYDROLYSIS OF PHTHALIMIDE FUNCTIONALITY WITH HYDRAZINE 
HYDRATE  
 

To a round-bottom flask equipped with a stir bar was added benzyl phthalimide 

end-functionalized polystyrene (7.71 g, 1.61 x 103 mol), which was then dissolved in 

THF (50 mL). Methanol (5 mL) was added dropwise, followed by the addition of 

hydrazine hydrate (0.640 g, 1.28 x 102 mol). The flask was fitted with a rubber septum, 

and the reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 24 h, after which a white 

precipitate was observed. The reaction mixture was concentrated and redissolved in THF, 

followed by precipitation into stirring methanol (1000 mL). The precipitation was 

repeated twice, followed by drying in vacuo to yield the amine end-functionalized 

polystyrene as a white powder (7.20 g, 93%). 1H NMR (250 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 7.10–6.50 

(bm, Ar H), 3.85–3.75 (bm, CH2), 2.40 –1.20 (bm, CH + CH2). 

 
 
PREPRATATION OF POLYSTYRENE-COATED COBALT NANOPARTICLES 
USING AMINE END-FUNCTIONALIZED POLYSTYRENE SURFACTANT, PS-
NH2 
 

To an oven-dried 100 mL three-neck round-bottom flask, equipped with stir bar 

and condenser under argon, a deoxygenated mixture of PS-NH2 (0.812 g, 8.16 x 10-5 mol) 

and anhydrous 1,2-dichlorobenzene (15 mL) was added. Then Co2(CO)8 (2.50 grams, 7.3 

x 10-3 mol) pre-dissolved in anhydrous 1,2-DCB (15 mL) was added. The homogeneous 
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mixture was placed in a thermostated oil bath held at 180 °C and heated to reflux for 12 h. 

Similarly, other trial experiments were done at 135, 150, and 165 °C. Then to enhance 

nanoparticle stability in solution, additional PS-NH2 (0.9 g, 5 x 10-6 mol) was added and 

stirred for 1 hr. The reaction mixture was then cooled to room temperature under argon. 

The as-prepared ferrofluid (0.5 mL) was diluted in toluene (10 mL) for TEM imaging and 

analysis. A drop of this nanoparticle solution was cast onto a carbon-coated copper grid 

and allowed to dry at room temperature. To isolate the terpolymer-coated cobalt 

nanoparticles, the ferrofluids were precipitated into stirring hexanes (500 mL) to yield a 

black powder (yield without excess PS-NH2 =  1.88, yields with excess PS-NH2 = 2.6 

grams) that was soluble in a variety of organic solvents (e.g., toluene, THF, DCM) and 

was responsive to an external magnetic field. TGA revealed that an organic content of 

42% relative mass to the polymeric surfactant shell was present in the isolated product, 

and was determined to have 53% organic content after excess PS-NH2 was added. The 

particle size (D = 17 nm ± 3.7 nm) was determined by TEM. Magnetic properties of PS-

CoNPs were measured using VSM at room temperature: Ms = 45.6, 44.0, 47.0, 78.4 

emu/g; Hc = 703, 769, 627, 618 Oe for nanoparticles with average diameters = 19, 20, 26, 

and 34 nm, respectively. 

 

PREPRATAION OF PS-CoNPs ON 5 GRAM SCALE  
 
To an oven-dried 250 mL three-neck round-bottom flask, equipped with stir bar 

and condenser under argon, a deoxygenated mixture of PS-NH2 (1.6 g, 1.63 x 10-4 mol) 

and anhydrous 1,2-dichlorobenzene (30 mL) was added. Then Co2(CO)8 (5 grams, 1.47 x 
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10-2 mol) pre-dissolved in anhydrous 1,2-DCB (50 mL) was added. The homogeneous 

mixture was placed in a thermostated oil bath held at 150 °C and refluxed for 12 h. Then 

to enhance nanoparticle stability in solution, additional PS-NH2 (2.5 g, 5 x 10-6 mol) was 

added and stirred for 1 hr. The reaction mixture was then cooled to room temperature 

under argon. The as-prepared ferrofluid (0.5 mL) was diluted in toluene (10 mL) for 

TEM imaging and analysis. A drop of this nanoparticle solution was cast onto a carbon-

coated copper grid and allowed to dry at room temperature. To isolate the terpolymer-

coated cobalt nanoparticles, the ferrofluids were precipitated into stirring hexanes (1000 

mL) to yield a black powder (yield without excess PS-NH2 =  3.92, yield with excess PS-

NH2 = 6.73 grams) that was soluble in a variety of organic solvents (e.g., toluene, THF, 

DCM) and was responsive to an external magnetic field. TGA revealed that an organic 

content of 40% relative mass to the polymeric surfactant shell was present in the isolated 

product, and was determined to have 45% organic content after excess PS-NH2 was 

added. The particle size (D = 38 nm ± 4.6 nm) was determined by TEM. Magnetic 

properties of PS-CoNPs were measured using VSM at room temperature: Ms = 47.0 

emu/g; Hc = 627 Oe.  
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